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Abstract
On the development of a 9 node 2D 2nd order Lagrangian finite element with linear 
pressure for metal plasticity
Anastasia Tzoumaka 
Supervisor: Professor N.Aravas
This work is concerned with the development of a 9 -  node 2D and 2nd order Lagrangian 
finite element with linear pressure for metal plasticity. The development of this 2nd order 
finite element is based on the theory of finite element method along with finite deformation 
metal plasticity. Motivated by the increased accuracy associated with this element due to the 
existence of the 9th node in the middle of the element along with the fact that the Abaqus
[2] element library does not include 9 -  node elements, we gradually build the methodology 
that has to be followed to develop this element. The development of this finite element 
implemented in the Abaqus general purpose finite element software in the form of a User 
ELement subroutine, while the constitutive model for finite deformation metal plasticity is 
implemented in the form of a User MATerial subroutine within UEL. The User ELement 
subroutine is rigorously tested against a series of one element tests using uniaxial tension and 
compression using either displacement or force control. Through the FEM simulations we 
verified that UEL works properly on these cases of loading. Finally, we present the problem 
of wire drawing but using only Abaqus axisymetric elements as the user defined elements had 
several difficulties in their implementation into such a complex and involved problem.
Keywords: User defined Elements; Metal plasticity; 2nd order Lagrangian finite elements;
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Introduction
Nonlinear problems in the field of solid and continuum mechanics are often the most 
exciting but also, the ones that are the most difficult to solve. The finite element method is 
nowadays well established and is widely used in both academia and industry to accurately 
solve the most difficult problems. The finite element method is fundamentally based on the 
concept of discretizing the problem’s geometry with finite elements. The solution is then 
numerically determined within each finite element and the global solution is an interpolation 
of the local solution within each element.
Commercial finite element software such as Abaqus [1] are equipped with a large library 
of finite elements that can be used in a variety of problems ranging from 1D to 3D, and 
are able to model trusses, beams, shells, membranes, plates, and solid bodies. However, in 
certain applications such as metal forming processes, there is a need for increased solution 
accuracy which cannot be achieved through mesh refinement. Motivated by this need as well 
as by the fact that Abaqus provides a general interface through which the implementation 
of a user-defined element is possible, we formulate a 2 dimensional 9 node lagrangian finite 
element using the mixed formulation.
This thesis is concerned with the development of a 9 -  node 2D and 2nd order Lagrangian 
finite element with linear pressure for metal plasticity. The 1st Chapter serves as an introduc­
tion to Metal Plasticity, presented in the books by Asaro[8], Bigoni[10], Hill[14], Johnson[16], 
Lubliner[22] and Tomlenov[28]. The 2nd Chapter serves as an introduction to the fundamen­
tal principles of Continuum mechanics, presented in the books by Aravas[6], Asaro and 
Lubarda [8], Bigoni[10], Bonet[11], Anand[13], Hjelmstad[15] and Malvern[23]. The first 
two chapters, both intend to establish a fundamental theoretical background by presenting 
principles necessary for the development of the UEL and UMAT subroutines. The 3rd Chap­
ter presents the constitutive model itself giving emphasis in the elastic and plastic equations
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2 Introdu ction
governing metal plasticity , as described by Aravas[6], Fionn[12] and Lee[20], and the numer­
ical integration of these elastoplastic equations along with a brief description of Backward 
and Forward Euler numerical integration schemes. In Chapter 4, we introduce the finite 
element approximation of the boundary value problem for finite deformations. We present 
and dicsuss the 2 9 -  node Lagrangian finite elements developed in the context of this thesis 
in the form of UEL subroutines along with their computational implementation. Finally, 
in Chapter 5 we present and comment on the results of the finite element simulations per­
formed in order to verify that the UEL subroutines developed, are implemented correctly. 
We test the user elements against several types of problems and compare the results against 
analytical solutions (if they exist) and the results from Abaqus elements. In particular, we 
conducted a series of one element tests with uniaxial tension and compression using both 
force and displacement control as well as contact interactions.
Standard notation is assumed throughout. Fraktur symbols like B , denote body configu­
rations whereas Ralph Smith’s Formal script symbols like A  denote sets. Boldface symbols 
denote tensors the orders of which are indicated by the context 1. All tensor components are 
written with respect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system with base vectors e i (i =  1,2, 3), 
and the summation convention is used for repeated Latin indices, unless otherwise indicated. 
The prefix det indicates the determinant, a superscript T the transpose, a superposed dot 
the material time derivative, and the subscripts s and a the symmetric and anti-symmetric 
parts of a second order tensor. Let a , b  be vectors, A , B  second-order tensors, and C 
a fourth-order tensor; the following products are used in the text a  · b  = a* b*, (a b ) j  = 
ai bj , (a  b  c d )ijkl ai bj  , (A  · a )i A i k  ak , (a  · A )i ak A k i , A  · B  A i j  B i j ,
(A  · B )ij A i k  B k j , (A  B )ijkl A i j  B k h  a  · A  · b  ai A i j  bj  (a b ) · A , (C · A )ij Ci j k l  A k l , 
(A  · C)i j  — A kl Ck l i j , A  · C · B  —  A i j  Ci j k l  B kl  and (C · 'D)i j k l  —  Ci jpq Dp q k l . The inverse C
of a fourth-order tensor C that has the ‘minor’ symmetries Cij kl  = Cj ikl  = Cij l k  is defined so 
that C · C - 1 =  C - 1 · C = I ,  where I  is the symmetric fourth-order identity tensor with 
Cartesian components I ij kl  = (5i k  5j l + 6il 6j k )/2, 5ij  being the Kronecker delta.
1In an effort to be as consistent as possible, capital boldface symbols are used for 2nd order tensors 
whereas lowercase boldface symbols are used to represent vectors. Cauchy and Kirchhoff stress measures are 
the only exceptions, which although they represent 2nd order tensors, are denoted as σ  and τ  respectively
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Chapter 1
Elementary Continuum Plasticity
1.1 Decomposition of strain
Let us consider a uniaxial tensile test with its stress-strain curve shown in the figure 
below. Plasticity occurs when stress equals to the uniaxial stress ay after which hardening 
commences. Now, if we choose to unload at a strain of ε until stress reaches zero, we can 
discern among two components of strain. The two components of ε are the plastic strain ερ 
which is the strain remaining when stress equals to zero after the unloading and the elastic 
strain εε which is the recovered strain.
It can be shown [22] that the total strain ε is the sum of the plastic strain and the elastic 
strain:
ε =  εβ1 + ερ1 (1.1)
which is called classical additive decomposition of strain. In addition, it is obvious from the 
figure above ( 1.1) that the stress achieved at a strain of ε is given by:
σ =  Ε εβ1 =  E  (ε -  ερ1) (1.2)
We conclude by referring that during materials processing εε ~  0 so that ερ1 =  ε as the 
elastic strains achieved are very small compared to the plastic one.
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4 E lem en tary C ontinuum  P la stic ity
Fig. 1.1: Illustration of a stress-strain curve in a uniaxial tensile test with linear hardening. It is 
shown clearly the elastic and the plastic part of strain.
1.1.i Incompressibility condition
When plastic deformation takes place we notice that there is not volume change. This 
condition is called as Incompressibility condition. In mathematical form this means that the 
sum of the plastic strain rate components are zero:
+ + = o (1.3)
which easily can be shown by considering a cube, with x, y and z as dimensions, which 
undergoes plastic uniform deformation.
The fact that the volume remains constant requires that:
xyz =  xoyozo
and by differentiating both sides with respect to time and dividing by xyz we get the incom­
pressibility condition:
x y z 
+ + x y z 0 ) ε χ
X
x recall: εχ =  ln — Xo
(1.4)
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1.2 Y ield  criteria 5
i --------------ή/  /
Y
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Fig. 1.2: Illustration of a cube undergoing plastic, incompressible, elongation in Y -  direction.
1.2 Yield criteria
1.2.i Yield criterion - Yield surface
In the case of uniaxial tensile loading the yield condition is straightforward and is given
by:
• σ < Gy ^  elastic behaviour
• σ > συ ^  plastic flow
If we consider a cartesian system with the uniaxial tensile loading along with the ξι axis, 
then the plastic yield criterion can be written in the form:
• Φ(ση ) < 0 ^  elastic behaviour
• Φ(σιι) =  0 ^  plastic flow
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6 E lem en tary C ontinuum  P la stic ity
where Φ(ση ) =  σ11 — ay is the yield function.
However, for a multi axial stress state the yield criterion is not straightforward as more 
than one direct stress exists. In such a case, we have a three dimensional stress state 
σ =  Uijeiej =  Σ ^ σ ^ η ^ η ^ , where ai are the principal stresses and ei are the principal 
directions of those stresses. Therefore, we assume that a Yield function Φ of all the 
components aij exists and thus the yield criterion can be written in the form:
• Φ(σ) < 0 ^  elastic behaviour
• Φ(σ) =  0 ^  plastic flow
Taking into account that the Cauchy stress tensor σ  is a symmetric tensor 1, we can consider 
6 independent components aij· and thus Φ(σ) is a function of 6 variables. For an isotropic 
material, the yield function depends only on the magnitude of the principal stresses and not 
from their principal directions. As a result, we can write the following:
Φ(σ) =  Φ(σι ,σ2,σ3) =  0 (1.5)
or
Φ(Ιη ^  13) =  0
where Ι 1, Ι2 and Ι3 are the invariants of tensor σ and they are defined as:
(1.6)
Ι ι = traced ) =  akk
Ι2
Ι3
2 [(trace^))2 — tra c e ^ )2] =  2 (Ii — a*ja*j)
det [σ} =  -  (If + 3aifcakiah — 3Iiaija*j)
In the case of isotropic non-porous metal materials, the yield criterion is independent of the 
hydrostatic stress p =  f akk =  1 l1 and therefore we have to express the stress tensor σ  in 
terms of the stress deviatoric s. The stress deviatoric is defined by the following equation:
or in component form aij =  aij — p5ij (1.7)
Looking at equation (1.7) we can sum up on the following statements:
1A proof of the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor can be found in every book which is concerned 
with the mechanics of Solids such as Asaro[8].
s =  σ — ρδ
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• The trace(s) =  skk =  0 and as a result the 1st invariant of s which is denoted as J1 is 
always equal to zero (J1 =  skk =  0), and
• The shear components of σ are equal to the shear components of s
\ σϋ , if * =  j
σν -  p , if i =  j
Now, taking into account the above statements we can write the yield function for an isotropic 
non-porous metal material as follows:
Φ (J 2, J 3) =  0 (1.8)
where J2 and J3 are quantities which are related to the stress deviatoric’s invariants through
devJ2 =  —12 2 sikski P 0 and J3 =  I ‘dev3 det[σ ] 3 siksk1 s1i
1.2.ii The Π-plane
Let us consider an equation which defines a plane:
σι + σ2 + σ3 =  0 (1.9)
where σι, σ2 and σ3 are the principal stresses. This plane, is known as the Π-p/ane and it is 
very useful for the definition of the Yield criteria. The normal to the Π—plane unit vector 
is:
n 1
7 3
(e 1 +  e 2 +  e 3) (1.10)
where (e1, e2, e3) are the unit vectors on the space of principal axis.
Now, we consider an arbitrary point S on the space of the principal stresses which corresponds 
to the stress state (σ1, σ2, σ3). The position vector of the aforementioned point, S, is the OS
OS — σ ^ ι  + σ2e2 + σ3 e3 (1.11)
The vector OS can be analyzed in two components OP and P S  and we can summarize on 
the following statements:
• The projection OP of OS is the deviator part of the stress tensor s and the normal 
component P S  is the hydrostatic part of the stress tensor σ
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Fig. 1.3: Illustration of The Π - plane.
Now, let us consider the following stress condition (σι, σ2, σ3) which corresponds to the point 
S on the space of the principal axes. We can define line L as the line on which all points 
have the same deviatoric part s and different hydrostatic part p =  —. Hence, if the stress 
condition on point S satisfies (1.8) then every point on line L satisfies the yield criterion (1.8). 
This means that the yield surface is a cylindrical surface with its generators perpendicular 
to the Π-plane extending to infinity in both directions.
1.2.iii Tresca yield criterion
The Tresca yield criterion assumes that plastic deformation occurs when the maximum 
shear stress over all planes attains a critical value, denoted as c1. Then the yield function 
can be written in the form:
Φ(σ) =  ^max (|σι -  σ2|, |σ2 -  σ3|, |σ3 -  σι |) -  ci = 0 (1.12)
The projection of the Tresca yield surface in Π-plane is a regular hexagon as shown in the 
figure below.
It is useful now to determine the relationship between σο and τ0. For this reason let as 
consider the uniaxial tensile stress state in which σ =  a e 1e1. In such a case we can easily 
define that σηαχ =  σ and σηίη =  0. Plasticity occurs when σηαχ =  σ0, where σ0 is the 
yield stress in a uniaxial tensile stress state, and thus the yield criterion on equation (1.12) 
becomes:
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Fig. 1.4: Illustration of Tresca’s yield surface in plain stress state for various angles
σο -  0
c 1 σο2 (1.13)
Now let as consider the  case of pure shear in which σ =  τ  (e1e2 +  e2e1). According to  M ohr’s 
circle we can define th a t ση α χ  =  τ  and ση χ η  =  — τ . P lastic ity  occurs when the  shear stress 
τ  will be equal to  τ0, where τ0 is the  yield stress in a pure shear stress state. Therefore, the 
yield criterion on equation (1.12) becomes:
το -  ( - τ ο ) 
2 c1 c1 =  το
(1.14)
Consequently, from  equations (1.13) and (1.14) we can easily define the  relationship between 
σο and  το:
το σο2 (1.15)
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1.2.iv Von Mises yield criterion
According to Von Mises, plastic yielding occurs when:
Φ(σ) =  J 2 -  C2 (1.16)
where c2 is a constant which characterizes the material and J2 is equal to:
J 2 =  X [(σ11 — σ22)2 +  (σ11 — σ33)2 +  (σ22 — σ33)2] +  σ22 +  σ23 +  σ23 (1.17)
or
J2 = 2  Sij Sij =  2 Σ ^  S
i=1 j= 1
3 3
(1.18)
The projection of the Von Mises yield surface in the Π-plane is a 30o degrees arc with radius
r =  V2 J 2 =  V2c 2 =  γ /Γ|  σο·
Fig. 1.5: Illustration of the Von Mises yield surface and the rate of plastic strain in the case of 
plain stress state.
Now, we need to define the relationship between σ0 and τ0 as we did previously on the Tresca
yield criterion. For this reason we consider again the uniaxial tensile stress state σ  =  ae 1e2.
Then, we calculate the final form of the Von Mises yield criterion in equation (1.17). It easily
2
can be shown that J2 =  . Knowing that plastic yielding occurs when σ =  σ0 we conclude
on the following equation:
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C2 σ03
(1.19)
We consider again the pure shear stress state in which the stress tensor has the form σ = 
τ( e ^  + e2e^  and thus J2 =  τ2. Plasticity occurs when the shear stress τ will be equal 
to the yield stress in a shear stress state το. Therefore, according to the Von mises yield 
criterion on equation (1.17) the constant c2 will be equal to:
C2 = το2 (1.20)
Comparing equations (1.19) and (1.20) we can conclude on the following relationship among 
σ0 and τ0:
σο τ0 =  0.577σ0 (1.21)
1.3 Von Mises Plasticity
So far we have discussed about the necessary conditions to initiate yielding. Another 
important issue is the ‘direction’ of (plastic) flow, after yielding. In order to determine the 
direction of flow we introduce the normality rule of plasticity which is given by:
dep dTdA—  ord σ
p • d Φ
A β σ (1.22)
The term |φ  (where σ is a vector) is the direction of the plastic strain increment or the 
plastic strain rate, while the term A, which is called plastic multiplier, gives the magnitude 
of the plastic strain rate.
If we rewrite equation (1.22) in terms of deviatoric stress we take the following expression:
3 s
dep =  -  dA—  (1.23)
2 σeq
We can easily demonstrate (Lubliner[22]) that for a Von Mises material the plastic multiplier 
dA is equal to dp or p =  A, where:
p 2 εΡ : εΡ
1
2
and dp =  dep : dep
1
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Knowing that for a metal following the Von Mises plasticity model dp = d \, we can rewrite 
equation (1.23) in the terms of dp:
dep =  3 dp —
2 σeq
1.4 Consistency Condition
Let us consider a uniaxial tensile loading as shown in figure 1.1. We assume a perfectly 
plastic material which means that there is no hardening. The fact that there is no hardening 
means that further plastic deformation achieved with constant stress equals to oy. Requiring 
the load point to remain on the yield surface during plastic deformation we make a condition 
which is known as the consistency condition. The yield function now takes the form:
Φ(σ,ρ) =  Oe -  Oy =  σ e(σ) -  Oy(p) =  0 (1.25)
For an incremental change in stress and effective plastic strain the consistency condition is 
written as follows:
5Φ d ΦΦ(σ + dσ,p +  dp) =  0 and Φ(σ + dσ,p + dp) =  Φ(σ,ρ) + : dσ + dpd σ dp
we can derive the following:
8Φ d Φ• dσ + dp =  0
ο σ  dp
(1.26)
We use Hooke's law to relate the stress and elastic strains:
dσ =  Ldee ^  dσ =  C(de — dep) (1-27)
where L  is the elastic stiffness matrix. Using now the normality rule, which is given by 
equation (1.22), we can rewrite the Hooke’s law in the following form:
dσ L de d σ (1.28)
Using equation (1.28) into equation (1.26) we take the following equation which is very useful 
to determine the plastic multiplier dλ:
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d Φ d Φ d Φ• L  de — dX + dpd σ d σ dp
Recalling now equation (1.30) for dp and substituting the 
equation, we have the following expression for dp:
0 (1.29)
normality rule (1 .2 2 ) on this
2 d Φ d Φ 1/2dp =  -  dX—  · dX—  (1.30)3 d σ  d σ
Substituting equation (1.30) into (1.29) we can compute the plastic multiplier d X and finally 
the stress increment dσ in (1.28):
dX (dΦ/dσ) · Lde
(θΦ/θσ) · C(dΦ/dσ) — (dΦ/dp)((2/3)(dΦ/dσ) · (dΦ /dσ))1/2
(1.31)
dσ 5Φ (dΦ/d σ) · Ldσ (dΦ/dσ) · L(dΦ /dσ) — (dΦ/dp)((2/3)(dΦ/dσ) · (dΦ /dσ))1/2 de
(1.32)
1.5 Isotropic Hardening
We will now discuss about hardening in metals. The definition 'hardening' declares that 
after plastic flow the stress required to cause further plastic deformation need to be increased. 
As a result the yield surface seems expanded compared to the original (figure 1.6). If this 
expansion is uniform in all directions in stress space, then the hardening is referred to as 
isotropic.
The amount of expansion is often taken to be a function of plastic strain p and thus the 
yield function an be written in the form:
Φ(σ ,p) =  oe — Gy =  σβ(σ) — Gy (p) =  0 (1.33)
where Gy (p) might be of the form: Gy (p) =  Gy0 +  r(p) 
where:
Gy0 is the initial yield stress and r(p) is the isotropic hardening function.
Now if we assume linear isotropic hardening we can write the function r(p) as follows:
dr(p) =  h · dp (1.34)
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Saturation
surface surfaces after plastic deformation
Fig. 1.6: Illustration of the Von Mises yield surface in the case of isotropic hardening.
in which term h is a constant. Taking into consideration equation (1.24), we can conclude 
that for uniaxial conditions dp =  άερ. Hence, the stress increase due to isotropic hardening 
is dr and we can rewrite equation (1.34) as:
άεΡ = h
Also recall that the increment in elastic strain is:
(1.35)
df- = — E (1.36)
We know from equation (1.1) that ε =  se + εΡ. The same equality can be written for the 
rates as follows:
άε =  άε- + άεΡ άε άσ άσE  + ~h άσ
E  + h 
E · h άσ =  E 1
E
E + h άε
Notice that due to the analysis in section 1.4 about the consistency condition we can write 
the plastic multiplier (άλ) in terms of the total strain increment. This form is very important 
in the development of computational techniques such as the finite element methods. Thus, 
combining equations (1.26) and (1.30) we obtain:
άλ — (dΦ/d σ) · άσ
(dΦ/θρ)((2/3)(θΦ/θσ) · (ΟΦ/δσ))
(1.37)
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Fig. 1.7: On this figure it is illustrated the σ  — ε curve during linear isotropic hardening.
1.6 Work Hardening
Let us consider a deformable body as shown in the figure below. For this deformable body, 
we can write the equilibrium of mechanical power:
bi σi dV + ti Gi dS =  σ^ dV ^
V S V
P  =  J  σijέij dV =  J  Gij dpfj dV + J  Gj d^j dV  (1.38)
V V V^ -V------- ' v ^ ^
Stress power Total elastic work Total plastic work
The total elastic work can easily be calculated because it depends only from the initial and 
final condition. If we assume that there is a function U(sel) for the elastic work, we can 
write the following:
U =  Gij 4 ^  dU = σ dέ€e,Gij dtij
el
S B
d U = ^ ( 4 )  —U(sA)
which essentially means that the total elastic work is independent from the path which 
is followed during the implementation of body forces. As far as the total plastic work
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is concerned, we can not insinuate that it is independent from the path followed during 
plastic deformation as there are more than one magnitude of strain corresponding to the 
same magnitude of stress. According to Drucker (Lubliner[22]): If a unit volume of an 
elastic-plastic specimen under uniaxial stress is initially at stress σ and plastic strain epl, 
and if an ’’external agency” (one that is independent of whatever has produced the current 
loads) slowly applies an incremental load resulting in a stress increment dσ ,which causes 
the elastic and plastic strain increments deel and depl, respectively, and subsequently slowly 
removes it, then dσde=dσ(deel+depl) is the work performed by the external agency in the 
course of incremental loading, and dσdepl is the work performed in the course of the cycle 
consisting of the application and removal of the incremental stress. (Note that for dεpl =  0, 
σ must be the current yield stress). Therefore, from D rucker’s postu la te  we can derive 
the following important statements:
1. A work-hardening plastic material is one in which the work done during incremental 
loading is positive, and
2 . the work done during unloading cycle is nonnegative
The extended definition to general three-dimensional states of stress and strain according to 
Drucker is:
άσij dSij > 0 and άσj  dej > 0 (1.40)
The above inequality which is known as D rucker’s inequality is valid for both work­
hardening and perfectly plastic materials as in the case of perfectly plastic materials equation 
(1.40) becomes:
άσij· deij· > 0 and άσij· depjl =  0 (1.41)
Now we have to mention that Drucker's statement of his work-hardening postulate can be 
used even if the additional stress is not a small increment. This concept is illustrated in 
figure 1.9, where σ* is the initial stress which can be inside the elastic region or at a point 
on the yield surface far away from σ. With dσ neglected the Drucker’s postulate implies 
that:
(σ„ -  σ*)ijj > 0 (1.42)
The above equation, (1.42), is also called postu la te  of m axim um  plastic dissipation 
and is valid for work-softening and perfectly plastic materials. Now we will write Drucker’s 
inequality in vector form in the six-dimensional space:
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σ
Fig. 1.8: Drucker’s postulate: (a) illustration in the uniaxial stress-strain plane; (b) illustration in 
stress space
\
\ έρ1
(a) (b)
Fig. 1.9: Yield surface: (a) Normality; (b) convexity
(σ -  σ*) · έρ1 > 0 (1.43)
In figure 1.9(a) we consider the yield surface everywhere smooth, so that a well-defined 
tangent hyperplane and normal direction exists at every point. The Drucker’s inequality in 
equation (1.42) is valid for every σ* to the inward side of the tangent to the yield surface at σ 
if έρ1 directed along the outward normal there. This consequence is known as the norm ality 
rule which we defined in a previously section in equation (1.22). However, as you can see 
in figure 1.9(b) if there are any σ* lying to the outward side of the tangent, the inequality 
is violated, thus you can conclude that the yield surface must be always convex.
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Chapter 2
Continuum mechanics theory
2.1 Description of deformation - Deformation gradient
Let us consider a continuum body which is consisted of an infinite number of material 
points. For this continuum body, we have to be able to provide an accurate description 
of changes in the shape, size and orientation. Therefore, we have to define an initial con­
figuration, which we call reference configuration, at time t =  t0, which we assume to 
be known and is denoted as B 0. The choice of a reference configuration is arbitrary. We 
also define the deform ed configuration B t , as any other configuration of the continuum 
body at subsequent times t. At this point, deform ation is defined as any geometry related 
deviation between the reference and deformed configuration of the body. Next, we represent 
the analytical expression of the motion of the continuum body by introducing a smooth and 
differentiable function
x =  x(X ,t) : where: X E B 0 and x E B t (2.1)
which satisfies the initial condition: x (X ,t0) =  X. Now we assume that the function x = 
x(X, t) is one-to-one which means that existing material points cannot be destroyed as well 
as new material points cannot be added to the body. Thus, the function has the following 
mathematical property:
x =  x(X ,t) ^  X =  X(x,t)
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Fig. 2.1: The reference body B 0 and the deformed body 
If we decide to follow a given material point we set on equation (2.1) X =  X = ct, to get:
x =  x(X =  X ,t)  ^  x =  x (t)
which defines the motion equation for the material point X. Assuming that the function 
x(X ,t) is twice-differentiable in time, we can define the velocity u(t) and acceleration a(t) 
of material point X as:
U(t) = ^ a(t)
d2x(t)
dt2
Those expressions are useful when we are interested in studying the dynamics of a desired 
material point. However, if we are interested in the description of the kinematics of defor­
mation of the continuum body, the aforementioned expressions are not suitable. In such a 
case, we use the equation (2 .1 ) at a given time instance t =  f and we get:
x =  x(X, t =  f) ^  xt =  x(X) (2 .2 )
The above expression concerns every material point from the reference state B 0 at time t0 
to a single point in the current (deformed) state at time f. Now consider two neighboring 
material points A and B  in B 0, with position vectors X and X + dX  respectively. The
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corresponding position vectors on the deformed configuration at time t are x and x + dx 
respectively. If we are able to determine the quantity dx in the deformed configuration, we 
will get an immediate sense of deformation infinitesimally close to the point X. Thus, by 
differentiating (2.2) with respect to X we obtain:
x =  x(X) ^  dx =  — ) · dXd X
The quantity dx(X )/dX  defines a second order tensor:
F =  xVx dx(X) 
d X
or: Fiv
dxi
dXj
(2.3)
which is called the D eform ation G radient.
Fig. 2.2: Mapping through deformation gradient from the reference state to deformed state in the 
continuum body
The equation (2.3) can be written also in the form:
dx(X ,t)  =  F(X ,f) · dX (t=constant) (2.4)
and it is clear that the deformation gradient is from definition the Jacobian matrix from Bo 
to B t and therefore assigns ’quantities’ from the reference to the current state.
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The D eform ation G radient is one of the most important quantities defined in Contin­
uum mechanics as it maps infinitesimal material fibers from the reference to the current 
(deformed) configuration which means that F contains all deformation information infinites­
imally close to the point that fiber originates. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that changes 
in shape, size and orientation have to be expressed in terms of F. Using tensor analysis some­
one will conclude on the above assumption that changes in length and relative orientation 
as well as surface and volume changes within the continuum body all given by expressions 
that involve the deformation gradient F. Next, we briefly represent those geometric changes 
without prove them as it is beyond the scope of this discussion.
2.1.i Length changes
We consider two material points A and B in the reference and deformed state. The material 
points A and B are connected with the vector dX on the reference configuration and with 
vector dx on the deformed configuration. The relationship between vector dX and vector 
dx is given from the equation dx =  F · dX. We introduce the infinitesimal lengths ds0 and 
ds which can be expressed in terms of dX and dx respectively as:
Fig. 2.3: Stretch of an infinitesimal material fiber
It can be proven that the stretch ratio λ of the material fiber defined as λ 
by:
ds/dso is given
λ =  VN · F T · F · N where: N dX
dso (2.5)
The tensor F T · F is used widely in the analysis of continuum mechanics and it is known as
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R ight Cauchy-G reen tensor which is given by:
C =  FT · F
We also define the Left Cauchy-G reen tensor:
B =  F · F T
(2 .6)
(2.7)
2.1.ii Angle changes
We consider two infinitesimal material fibers AB(dXi, Ni) and AC(dX2, N 2) on a continuum 
body, as shown in figure below 2.4. The angle in the deformed state is essentially the angle 
between the unit vectors n 1, n2. Thus, the cosine is given by:
cos θ =  cos(n 1, n 2) Ni · N 2 
λ 1λ 2
where λ 1 and λ2 are the stretch ratios of material fibers AB and AC respectively.
(2 .8)
Fig. 2.4: Change of relative orientation between two infinitesimal material fibers
2.1.iii Surface changes
We consider an infinitesimal surface consisting of two infinitesimal material fibers AB and 
AC as shown in the figure. The normal to the infinitesimal surface unit vector N defines
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the orientation of the infinitesimal surface dS0, which is forming from the material fibers 
AB and AC in the reference configuration and the vector n defines the orientation of the 
infinitesimal surface dS, which is forming from the material fibers AB and AC in the de­
formed configuration. According to Nanson’s formula the new infinitesimal surface dS and 
the new normal vector n are given by:
Fig. 2.5: Infinitesimal surface before and after deformation
dS
dS0
= (d e tF )V N c - 1 · N (2.9)
n = 1 · (N · F - 1) (2 .10 )
V N  · C- 1 · N
2.1.iv Volume changes
We consider three infinitesimal material fibers dX1, dX2 and dX3. Changes in length of the 
three infinitesimal material fibers cause volume changes. Thus, the infinitesimal volume dV0 
in the reference state transformed into dV  in the deform state as shown in the figure below.
It can be shown [23] that the infinitesimal volume dV0 on the current configuration transforms 
into dV in the deformed configuration according to:
dV =  J  dV0 =  J  detF (2 .1 1 )
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Fig. 2.6: Infinitesimal volume change
2.2 The Polar Decomposition Theorem
It can be shown [8] that an invertible second-order tensor A can be uniquely expressed as 
the product of a symmetric and an orthogonal tensor as:
A =  Q · U =  V · Q (2.12)
Now, in the context of continuum mechanics, F is a second-order invertible tensor and thus 
it can be decomposed as such:
F =  R  U  =  V  R (2.13)
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Fig. 2.7: The Polar Decomposition of F
where tensor R  is an orthogonal tensor representing rigid rotations associated with the 
motion of F, whereas tensors U and V are symmetric and positive define and they express 
‘pure’ deformation.
It can be shown [8] that tensors R , U , V are unique and expression (2.13) defines the Polar 
D ecom position of F. Tensor U is also commonly referred to as left stretch tensor and V 
as right stretch tensor. The fact that tensors U and V are symmetric and positive-define 
suggests that their eigenvalues are real and positive while also their eigenvectors define an 
orthonormal base. Let us denote as N  the eigenvectors of U defining a Lagrangian triad
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and as nj the corresponding Eulerian base defined by the eigenvectors of V. The left and 
right stretch tensors can now be expressed in terms of their principal directions as:
3
U = Σ  Aj Nj Nj
j= 1
(2.14a)
3
V =  Aj nj nj
j= 1
(2.14b)
where Aj are the eigenvalues of U and V. Tensors U and V can also be expressed in terms 
of the right and left Cauchy-Green tensors that we defined in equations (2.6) and (2.7) as:
u  =  V c  , v  =  Vb
It is important to note however that the square root of a second order tensor can only 
be evaluated as the square root of the tensor’s eigenvalues once the tensor is expressed in 
terms of a coordinate system whose axes are aligned with the tensor’s principal directions. 
Therefore, the process of determining the square root of an arbitrary invertible matrix A, 
always involves solving an eigenvalue problem. The expression of U and V as the square 
root of C and B respectively, suggests that the left and right Cauchy-Green tensors can also 
be expressed with respect to their principal directions as:
3
C =  ^  A2 Nj Nj
i= 1 
3
B =  ^  A2 nj nj
i= 1
Finally, the orthogonal tensor R  can be expressed in terms of the Eulerian nj and Lagrangian 
N j directors as:
R  =  nN (2.15)
2.3 Strain Measures
We have already discussed about deformation gradient F which contains all ‘information’ 
concerning deformation for every material point within the continuum body. Moreover, we 
have discussed about the polar decomposition of F which suggests that we can eliminate 
rigid rotation from F and express pure deformation in terms of the stretch tensors U and 
V. Thus, it is reasonable to say that:
• Strain tensors must be coaxial 1 with either U or V.
1Two arbitrary tensors A and B are coaxial if they can be diagonalized in the same coordinate system.
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The above statement leads to the definition of two general strain measures:
E (m) =  f  (m)(Aj) Nj Nj (2.16a)
e(m) =  f  (m)(Aj) nj nj (2.16b)
All strain measures derived from (2.16a) are referred to as Lagrangian strains, while strain 
measures derived from (2.16b) are Eulerian2 strains. Functions f  (Aj) have to be chosen so 
that for small3 strains, the strain measures being defined are consistent with the infinitesimal 
strain theory. Recalling that the stretch ratio A is defined as the ratio of the current to the 
original length of a material fiber, the infinitesimal strain theory suggests:
ε l -  lo 
lo i  1
A 1 (2.17)
Now, in the simplest possible case of uniaxial straining, we can expand f  (m)(A) around A =  1 
(small strains) to derive:
E  (A)|a^ i f (m)(1)+ f  (m)(A) f ( )  + dA (A -  1) + O((A -  1)2)λ=1
(2.18)
To ensure the aforementioned consistency, expression (2.18) must reduce to A — 1. This 
demand leads to the following restrictions for the functions f  (m)(Ai):
f  (m)(1 ) =  0 df (m)(A)
dA λ=1
1
while simultaneously f'(A) > 0 V A > 0. A family of strains that satisfies all of the above 
constraints is defined as follows:
f m (Am -  1) , m =  0
f (m) =  l  m  E Z  (2.19)
ln A , m =  0
The most commonly encountered strain tensors derived from the above strain family are 
summarized below:
2Lagrangian Strains are coaxial with U, while Eulerian strains are coaxial with V
3Small strains correspond to λ = 1 or equivalently to λ -  1 = 0
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Table 2.1: Strain measures commonly encountered in continuum mechanics applications
Strain Definition
m =  0 Logarithmic/Hencky
E (0) =  ln U
e(0) =  ln V
m =  —2 Almansi eA =  e(-2) =  1  (δ — B -1)
m =  2 Green E g =  E (2) =  2 (C — δ)
m = 1 Biot E b =  E (1) =  U — δ
2.4 Rate of deformation
When studying the kinematics of deformation within a continuum body, apart from the 
deformation F itself we have to determine the rate of deformation within that body(we do 
the same when we study the dynamics of a moving body as we need to determine the velocity 
v(t) of the moving body apart from its position x(t)). Thus we start our analysis by defining 
the velocity field that corresponds to the motion x(X, t) :
v(x(X ),t) = — ( χ —1 (2 .20)
In order to define the velocity field dv in an infinitesimal ‘neighbourhood’ dx around the 
point x we will consider time t as constant. Hence:
dv =  v (x(X + dX), t) — v(x(X), t) =  ^Vf t) · dx (2.21)
The term d v (x ,t) /d x  on the above equation is the Velocity G radient tensor and it is 
denoted by:
L =  v V x d v(x, t) 
dx
(2 .2 2 )
The definition of the Gradient Velocity tensor L help us to rewrite the expression for dv in 
the equation (2 .2 1 ) as:
dv =  L · dx
In the previous section 2.1 in equation (2.3) we analyzed the deformation gradient F which 
includes the appropriate information about the deformation of a continuum body. We have
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Fig. 2.8: Rate of deformation
already shown that F relates the vector X on the reference configuration with the vector 
x on the deformed configuration through equation dx =  F · dX. Taking into account that 
άυ =  dX we can write:
ddx =  F · dX ^  (dx) =  F · dX ^  άυ =  F · F - 1  · dx
dt
(2.23)
where:
1 d d x(X, t) d X d dx(X , t)
dt d X d x d X dt
d X =  d υ(X ,t) 
dx dx
(2.24)
Now taking into consideration equations (2.22) and (2.24) we can alternatively express the 
velocity gradient tensor in terms of the deformation gradient:
(2.25)
We know that any 2nd order tensor can be expressed as the sum of a symmetric and an 
antisymmetric tensor. Thus, in the case of tensor F we can write:
L =  F F - 1
L =  D + W (2.26)
where D is the D eform ation R ate  and is defined as the symmetric part of L and W  is the 
Spin Tensor and is defined as the antisymmetric part of L. Therefore, we can write:
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D = 2(L + LT) 
W  = 1(L -  LT)
D
W
1
2
1
2
dvj + d v A  
dxj dxi eiej
dvi
dxj
dvj
dxi
e ie j
(2.27)
(2.28)
At this point we will describe briefly the physical interpretation of tensors D and W.
2.4.i Physical interpretation of tensor D
In order to give the physical meaning of the components of the tensor D we need to 
consider an arbitrary infinitesimal material fiber dX =  dS0N  in the reference configuration 
which starts at point A and ends at point B. This material fiber transformed to dx =  dSn 
in the deformed configuration as shown in the figure below.
We are interested in determining the rate of change of the infinitesimal length ds. For this 
reason we differentiate ds with respect to time t:
d dds =  V dx · dx ^  ds2 =  dx · dx ^  (ds2) =  (dx · dx)
dt dt
d d d2ds (ds) =  (dx) •dx + dx · (dx) =  dx · LT · dx + dx · L · dxdV J d tv , d tv '
dx-LT L^ dx
dx · (LT + L) -dx =  2dx · D · dx
2D
1 5
(ds) = n · D · n (2.29)
From equation (2.29) we understand that the normal components of D (Dnn), are the rate 
of extension per unit length of a material fiber which, in the current configuration, is mo­
mentarily aligned with the direction of n.
Dnn 1 d (d ) d s d t(ds)
d i  ds 
dt ds0 ί (ln λ)
λ
λ
Now, in order to give the physical interpretation of the shear components of D, we have to 
consider a material fiber dx =  dsm and define the rate of change of the unit vector m which 
is attached to the material fiber.
m dx
ds
d dx
m = dt ds
1 d (d ) (dx)ds d tK
dx d 
(ds)2 dt (ds) ^
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L · m — (m · D · m )m  =  (W + D)m  — (m · D · m )m  ^
m =  W  · m + D · m — (m · D · m )m  =  W  · m + D · m nm m —m (m  · D · m) ^
1
m = W m · m =  -  m · W m where: W m = W  + D · mm — m m  · D (2.30)
The term W m above is the spin of a unit vector m which is attached to a material fiber.
In order to complete our discussion about the physical interpretation of the shear components 
of D, we consider two infinitesimal material fibers dx1 and dx2 at the current state as they 
are illustrated in figure 2.4. We can recall equation (2.8) in which the cosine of angle θ 
between dx1 and dx2 is determined. Thus we can write:
1 dm · n =  cos θ ^  θ = — (m · n) (2.31)sin θδί
We need to evaluate the derivative d (m · n)/d t in terms so that we can determine the rate 
of change of the relative orientation between those two fibers.
d— (m · n) =  ^m^ n + m · =  — m · W m · n + m · W n · n =  m · (Wn — W m) · n
-m Wm Wn n
=  m · (D · nn — nn · D — D · mm + m m  · D) · n
=  m · D · n — cos θΌηη — Dmm cos θ + m · D · n
=  2m · D · n — (Dmm + Dnn) cos θ (2.32)
Using (2.31) into (2.32) we derive:
1
sin θ [(Dmm + Dnn) cos θ 2m · D · n] (2.33)
Now we set on equation (2.33) m =  e 1 and n =  e2 (which means that the vectors m and n 
are perpendicular to each other) to simplify the expression so that we can derive the physical 
interpretation of the shear components of tensor D.
m in  (θ =  90o) ^  cos θ =  0 and sin θ = 1  θ =  —2e1 · e2 =  —2D12 ^  
D 12 =  —1  θ or 2D 12 =  — θ
On the above equation, the term 2D 12 is the rate of decrease of the angle between a pair 
of material fibers which, in the current configuration, intersect at x and are momentarily
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aligned with the directions of ei and e2. This also implies that the rate of change of the 
relative orientation of the material fibers which, in the current configuration, are momentarily 
aligned with principal directions of D, is zero.
It is worth mentioning that although the components of D can be though to express the rate 
of deformation infinitesimally close to the point of interest, there is no strain tensor E such 
that E =  D.
2.4.ii Physical interpretation of tensor W
Now we will try to give the physical interpretation of tensor W  which is the antisymmetric 
part of the tensor L as mentioned in section 2.1. In order to do that we need to recall 
the rate of change of an arbitrary unit vector m, so recall equation (2.30). If we consider 
that the unit vector m is along a material fiber that is momentarily aligned with one of the 
principal directions of D, then W m = W  and this result implies that the spin tensor W  
could be though as the spin of the material fibers that instantaneously coincide with the 
principal directions of D.
Recalling that W  is from definition an anti-symmetric tensor we can write the following:
W  =  ω3( e1e2 + e2e1) + ω1(—e2e3 + e3e2) + ω2( —e3e1 + e1e3) (2.34)
where e* are the unit vectors along the coordinate axes. Now we will express the arbitrary 
unit vector m in terms of the unit vector e*.
Fig. 2.9: Vector m in the current configuration
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m = cos Θ3 cos φ3ei + sin Θ3 cos 03e2 + sin 03e3 (2.35)
Now, if we try to calculate the rate of change of angle θ3 we will conclude on the equation 
below:
Θ3 — ω  + ta n Φ3( ω>2 sinΘ3 + ωι cos Θ3) + 2 ( ^ 22 — D 11) sin 2Θ3 + D 12 cos 2Θ3 
+ ta n φ3(—D13 sin Θ3 + D23 cos Θ3) (2.36)
The local mean rate of rotation about the x3-axis is defined as:
π/2 2π
<Θ3 > = 2 ^  Θ 3 άΘ3 άφ ( ^ } < Θ3 > =  ω3 (2.37)
—π/2 0
Now, calculating the local mean rate of rotation about the x 1 and x 2 axes in combination 
with the rate of change of Θ1 and Θ2 respectively, it can be shown that:
< Θ1 > — ω>1 (2.38)
< Θ2 > =  ω2 (2.39)
At this point, according to Aravas and Aifantis [7], equations (2.37),(2.38) and (2.39) 
demonstrate that the spin tensor W  is the average spin of all directions around a material 
point.
2.5 Cauchy stress tensor
Let us consider a general deformable body at its current position. As shown in the figure 
below, the traction vector t  corresponding to the normal n is defined by:
t(n) =  lim —P Δα^Ο Δα (2.40)
According to Newton’s 3rd law the relationship between vectors t  and n is expressed as:
t ( —n) =  —t(n) (2.41)
In order to define the stress tensor we will express the traction vectors in component form 
with respect to the three Cartesian directions e 1 , e2 and e3:
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* s
Fig. 2.10: Traction vector t
t(ei) =  σιι ei + oi2 e2 + oi3 e3
t(e2) =  σ2ΐ ei + 022 e2 + 023 e3
t(e3) =  031 e1 + 032 e2 + 033 e3
or in vector form
t(ei) =  θϋ ei + 0i2 e2 + 0^ 3 e3 (2.42)
In order to define the relationship between the traction vector t  corresponding to a general 
direction n and the components O j, we consider the Cauchy tetrahedron. Assuming that 
f  is the force per unit volume acting on the body at point p, then the equilibrium of the 
tetrahedron is given as:
3
t(n) da + t(-e j)d a j + dv =  0
i=1
3
t(n) + ^  t ( - e j )
j=i
daj
da
f  dv
da 0
Recalling Newton’s 3rd law and noting that dV/da ^  0 we can write the following:
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M
e3
Fig. 2.11: The traction vector t on the Cauchy tetrahedron
3 3
t(n) =  t(e j)(n · ej ) =  Vij(ej · n)ei
j=1 i,j=1
t(n)
3
Vij (eiej )
i,j= 1
n (2.43)
Equation (2.43) clearly identifies a tensor σ or the Cauchy stress tensor 4 , that relates the 
normal vector n to the traction vector t  as:
3
t(n) =  σ ^ σ =  aij eiej
i,j=1
2.5.i Stress Objectivity
In order to define the concept of Objectivity, we will consider the motion x =  x(X, t) with 
a deformation gradient F (X ,t) and superimpose a rigid body motion denoted with c(t), so 
that
x(X, t) =  Q(t) · x(X, t) + c(t)
4A more detailed proof about the Cauchy stress tensor can be found on Aravas[6] and Bonet[11]
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where Q(t) is an orthogonal tensor describing the superimposed rigid body rotation (Figure 
2.12). Now, by differentiating the above equation we can obtain the deformation gradient 
corresponding to the new motion, F:
s.
Fig. 2.12: Superimposed rigid body motion
F(X, t) =  Q(t) · F(X, t) (2.45)
Assuming now that x and x are recorded by two different observers we can define objective 
tensors in the following sense:
1. Lagrangian tensors defined in B 0 are objective if only they remains unaffected by the 
observer’s motion in the sense:
a(X, t) =  a(X, t)
A(X ,t) =  A(X, t)
2. Eulerian tensors defined in are objective if only they transform according to:
a(x, t) =  Q(t) · a(X, t)
A (x,t) =  Q(t) · A (X ,t) · QT(t)
3. Two-point second order tensors are objective if only they transform according to:
A  =  Q(t) · A or A  =  A · QT(t)
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Using the definition above for an objective tensor it is easy to demonstrate that the Cauchy 
stress, σ is an objective tensor. For this purpose, consider the transformations of the normal 
and traction vectors implied by the superimposed rigid body motion Q as:
t (n ) =  Q · t(n ) ;
n =  Q · n
Using equation (2.44) in conjunction with the above equation gives:
σ =  Q σQ T (2.46)
which conforms with the definition of objectivity and hence σ is an objective tensor.
2.6 Stress measures
We have already defined several strain measures section 2.3. Now we need to define the 
corresponding stress measures. The reason behind the definition of these strain and stress 
measures is that we hypothesized that the reference and the current states may, in general, 
be significant different.
We begin by defining the Kirchhoff stress in the current configuration:
τ  =  J  σ  (2.47)
The Kirchhoff stress is used widely in numerical algorithms in metal plasticity where there is 
no change in volume during plastic deformation (chapter 1, section 1.1.i). Kirchhoff stress, 
similarly to the Cauchy stress, is defined in the current state and is therefore a measure of 
force per unit deformed area. Since the undeformed geometry is known during deformation, 
we prefer to use unit vector N of a surface element in the reference state instead of n, as 
N is easier to be determined 5. The fact that we use vector N instead of n leads to the 
definition of the N om inal stress as:
T  =  J F - 1  · σ  (2.48)
The Nominal stress is derived from Cauchy stress by expressing the unit vector n in terms 
of the unit vector N (Recall equation (2.10)). In this case the component T j declares the 
j  — th  component of force per unit area in the reference configuration, on a surface element
5Unit vector n of a surface element in the current state is constantly changing with deformation, thus it 
is more difficult to be determined.
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of the current configuration whose normal was in the i direction in the undeformed state. 
Moreover, from definition the Nominal stress is not symmetric since it has been expressed 
in terms of F which is not symmetric.
We proceed with the definition of two other stress measures, the 1st and the 2nd Piola- 
kirchhoff:
• The 1st Piola-K irchhoff, P, is the transpose of the Nominal stress and is defined by:
P  =  J σ T · F -T =  T T (2.49)
• The 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff, S, is defined in the reference configuration and expressed 
in terms of the Kirchhoff, τ , and Cauchy stress, CT,as:
S =  F - 1 · τ  · F -T =  J F - 1 · σ  · F -T (2.50)
Finally, we define the M andel stress as:
Σ  =  C e · S e (2.51)
where C e is the Right Cauchy-Green tensor corresponding to Fe and S e is the 2nd Piola- 
Kirchhoff elastic stress.
Table 2.2: Work Rate Conjugate Stress-Strain rate pairs
Stress S tra in  R ate W ork R ate
σ D &ij Dij
τ D τ ' D ■ ■1 ij Dij
T F T FT ij 1 ij
P F T Pij Fji
S E G Sij EG
Σ E G Sij EG
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Chapter 3
Constitutive Model
3.1 Elastic and plastic constitutive equations
In this chapter we will present governing equations for the elastic and plastic behaviour 
of isotropic and homogenous metallic materials undergoing finite deformations. We will also 
discuss the integration schemes used in order to integrate those equations numerically. We 
begin by writing the Polar Decomposition Theorem in terms of the elastic parts of the tensors 
involved, R  and U:
F e =  R e · Ue (3.1)
In the case of metals we assume small elastic strains as they are much smaller compared 
to the plastic one. Then, this assumption can be declared in the model through U e by 
introducing a small quantity as shown in equations below:
Ue =  δ + εΑ where: |ε| ^  1 
whereas the quantity A is of order AT =  A =  O(1).
Now, we introduce the velocity gradient as Le =  Fe · Fe-1 . Let us determine the quantities 
involved in this last expression.
• Evaluation of Fe
Fe =  R e · (δ + εΑ) + R e · (εΑ) =  R e + ε ^  · A + R e · A)
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• Evaluation of Fe 1
Fe-1 =  Ue-1 · R eT =  [δ -  εΑ + Ο(ε2)] · R eT =  R eT -  εΑ · R eT + Ο(ε2)
Now, we substitute the above expressions into Le:
Le =  Fe . F e -1 R e + ε (R e · A + R e · A [ReT -  εΑ · R eT + Ο(ε2)] ^
Le =  R e · R eT + ε R e · A · R eT + O ^ 2R V 2A)
ω symmetric
(3.2)
Moreover, we know from chapter 2 that D is the symmetric part of the L whereas W* is 
the antisymmetric part of L. Thus, it is easy to calculate De and W*.
• De =  LSym =  εR e · bA · R eT + O ε ^ ,  ε2Α
De =  R e · Ue · R eT T
Ο(εΑ)
R e · U  · R eTT+O ^ 2R e, ε2Α^ ^
Ο(ε)
W * Leantisym ω + O ε ^ , ε 2A ^ W* =  ω =  R e R eT
Recall from chapter 2 the definition of two stress measures, the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff, (2.50), 
and M andel,(2.51). We proceed by writing the elastic part of those stress measures:
• Let us begin with the evaluation of the 2ndPiola — K irchhof f :
Se =  J eF e-1 · σ  · Fe-T =  R eT · σ  · R e + Ο(εσ) ^  Se =  R eT · σ  · R e (3.3)
• We continue with the evaluation of the M andel stress:
E e =  J eFe-1 · σ  · Fe =  R eT · σ · R e + Ο(εσ) ^  E e =  R eT · σ · R e (3.4)
From equations (3.3) and (3.4) we can conclude that:
Se =  E e =  R eT · σ  · R e =  symmetric (3.5)
Now it is reasonable to take the rates of the aforementioned stress measures as they will be 
prove to be very useful in our analysis.
Se =  E e =  R eT · σ  · R e + R eT · σ  · R e + R eT · σ · R e + Ο (εσ,εσ · R)
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R eT R S  R f ;  σ  + <r + σ · R ·  R ^  · R e + 0 (εσ  ,εσ  · R)
Se =  Σ e =  R eT · σ  R e (3.6)
where σ is a stress rate co-rotational with the substructure and is given by:
oσ  =  σ  + σ · ω — ω · σ (3.7)
The conjugate strain measure for the 2nd Piola-K ircchoff stress and the M andel stress 
is the Green strain tensor which is given by E G =  ^(C  — δ). Now we will proceed to the 
determination of the rate of Green strain.
EGe =  FeT · De · F e =  R eT · De · R e + 0(εΌ ε) E Ge =  R eT · De · R e (3.8)
At this point, we have already evaluated all the appropriate quantities to write the equations 
that govern the elastic behavior.
Elastic equations:
Se Le : E Ge
(3.6)
(3.8)
R eT · σ  R e =  Le : (ReT · De · R e) σ  =  R e · [Le : (ReT · De · R e)] · R eT
Le : De
where: L'ijkl Re Re Re Re re Rim Rjn Rkp Rlq Lmnpq
(3.9)
Recalling now that ω =  W* =  W  — W p the co-rotational stress rate in equation (3.7) 
becomes:
σ  =  σ  + σ  · (W — W p) — (W — W p) · σ  =  σ  +  σ · W  -  W  · σ  —σ · W p + W p · σ ^
Vσ
σ  =  σ —σ · W p + W p · σ  (3.10)
Rearranging the terms in equation (3.10) and taking into consideration equation (3.9) we 
can conclude on the following form for the Jaumman stress rate:
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σ  = L6 : De + σ  · W p -  W p · σ (3.11)
Note that in isotropic m aterials Le =  Le and W p =  0 and as a result we can replace 
Se =  Le : E Ge by:
vσ Le : De (3.12)
So far we have discussed about the equations used in case of elasticity. Thus, we can discuss 
the equations governing the plastic behavior of metals.
Plastic equations:
We know that in the case of plasticity it is necessary to define a yield function. This yield 
function can be determined as:
where:
Φί (Σ 6, 0  =  Φί (ReT · σ · R e, R eTR e [q^]) =  Φ(σ, qa) =  0
qa R  [qia]
We proceed with the evaluation of the plastic part of the Deformation rate tensor, Dp, and 
the plastic part of the Spin tensor, W p:
Dp =  R e · DP · R eT =  λR e · Ν ^ Σ 6, ^ )  · R eT =  λN  (Re · Σ 6 · R eT, Re[qta]) ^
Dp =  λ Ν ^ σ , ^ )
• W p -  R e · WP · R eT =  λRe · Ω ί(Σ6, qia) · R eT =  λQi(Re · Σ 6 · R eT, R eT, R e[qia]) ^
W p -  λn t^ , q ia)
o
qa R e[qia] =  R e[ q ^ R e [9%α(Σ£, qg)] =  λ#* (Re · Σ 6 · R eT, R e[q^ g]) = Χ ^ σ ,  qg)
qa — λ [gia(σ, qg) + Αα(Ωί)]
o
where
v
qa
qa,
(qa -  W  · (qa,
if qa is a scalar,
if qa is a vector,
if qa is a second order tensorqa + qa · W  -  W  · qa,
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and
{
0 , if qa is a scalar,
—Ω* · qa, if qa is a vector,
qa · Ω* — Ω* · qa , if qa is a second order tensor
A brief summary on the elasto-plastic equations as they expressed above is:
σ  =  Le : De + σ · W p — W p · σ
Φί(σ, qa) =  0 where qa R  [qia]
Dp =  λ Ν*(σ, qa)
W p =  λ Ω * (σ ^ )
qa =  λ#ία(σ, qfi + λΑα(Ωί))
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
Now let us take into account that Φ ^ σ ^ )  is an isotropic function. Mathematically this 
can be stated as:
0 =  Φ *
dΦ* δΦί .
dσ  : σ  ΣΙ  dqa Qaa=1 d Φ* o: σ  +οσ
n
Σa=1 θΦί odqa qa δΦ* v dΦ* vdσ  : σ  dqa Qaa=1 (3.18)
Now, if we set
oσ Le : De (3.19)
and
σ =  Le : De + σ · W p — W p · σ  (3.20)
in equation (3.18) we find that:
d Φ*
d σ
a=1
: Le : (D — λΝ*) + λ ^
5Φ*
dqc gia
—H
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d Φ,
d σ
Σ β φ .-Qq~ (9ία + Λα) =  ο
α=1
-H j
1 8Φ· - dΦ - dΦ
Λ = - — 1  : Le : D where L = —  : Le : + H = - ΦL d σ  d σ  ‘ d σ
: Le : (Nj — σ · Ω, + Ω, · σ) + H.
Therefore, the elastic equations (3.19) and (3.20) can be written as:
1 . σ  =  Le : D -  Le : Dp =  Le : D -  ΛLe : N, =  Le : D -  -  ^  : Le : D ]  Le : N,
L δσ
2. σ  =  Le : D — Le : Dp + σ · W p — W p · σ  =  Le : D — Λ Le : N, — σ · Ω, + Ω, · σ  ^
1 d Φ· -
σ  =  Le : D — j  : L ' : ^  (Le : N, — σ · Ω, + Ω, · σ)
n
3.2 Numerical Integration
3.2.i Numerical integration schemes - Forward and Backward Euler
There is a variety of numerical methods that can be used in order to solve differential 
equations. Forward and Backward Euler are two methods that are commonly deployed to 
solve differential equations associated with finite element analysis because their implemen­
tation is simple and their computational cost low. Using a first order ODE as an example 
we have
yt =  f  (t ,y ), y (to ) =  yo (3.21)
where f is a given smooth function
• Forw ard Euler:
The Forward Euler’s method is an explicit method. Explicit methods calculate the 
state of the system at a later time from the state of the system at the current time 
without the need to solve algebraic equations. For the Forward method, we begin by 
choosing a step size or Δί. The size of Δ ί determines the accuracy of the approximate 
solutions as well as the number of computations.
Let tn, n=0,1,2,.., be a sequence in time with
tn+1 =  tn + Δ ί (3.22)
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Also, let yn and Yn be the exact and the approximate solution at t = tn, respectively. 
To obtain Yn+\ from (tn,Yn), we use the differential equation (3.21). Since the slope 
of the solution to the equation yn =  f  (t,y) at the point (tn,yn) is f  (tn,yn), the Euler 
method determines the point (tn+i, Yn+i) by assuming that it lies on the line through 
(tn,Yn) with the slope f  (tn,Yn). Hence, the formula for the slope of a line gives:
Y Y n+1 Y n
At = f  (tn  Yn)
(3.23)
or
Yn+1 =  Yn + f  (tn ,Yn )^ t (3.24)
As the step size decreases then the error between the actual and the approximate so­
lution is reduced.
• Backward Euler:
Backward Euler is an implicit method that finds the solution by solving an equation 
involving the current state of the system and the later one. More precisely,
Yn+1 — Yn + f  (tn,Yn+iAt) (3.25)
The stability that this numerical method has, is its main advantage over the Forward 
Euler. On the other hand, it is not as computationally efficient as the Forward Euler 
since a system of equations needs to be solved every time step.
Fig. 3.1: A schematic representation of the stress integration shown in the stress domain for 
isotropic hardening with (a)the Forward Euler and (b)the Backward Euler(also called radial re­
turn)
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3.2.ii Numerical Integration of the FEA analysis
We have already declared which are the constitutive equations governing elasticity and 
plasticity. Now, it is time to proceed with the numerical integration of those equations. Let 
us begin by writing the constitutive equations:
D =  De + Dp, σ  =  Le : De + σ · W p -  W p · σ
Dp =  ΛΝ(σ,5«), W p =  λ Ω (σ ,?α)
Φ(σ, qa) =  0, qa =  λ /α(σ, qβ) (3.26)
where Φ, N, Ω and f a are isotropic functions.
The computational problem within every integration point of each finite element can be 
formulated as:
Given: σ„, Fn, q« n j Fn+1 __y Find: σ„+ι, qa n+1
During this time increment the deformation gradient can be written in the form:
F(t) =  ΔΕ(ί) · F„ =  R(t) · U(t) · F„, tn < t < tn+i (3.27)
where R(t) and U(t) are the rotation and the right stretch tensors associated with ΔF(t). 
The corresponding deformation rate D(t) tensor and the spin tensor W (t) can be written 
as:
D(t)
W (t)
F(t) · F - 1 
F(t) · F - 1
symm symm
antisymm
ΔF(t) · Δ F - 1 (t) 
ΔF(t) · Δ F - 1 (t) antisymm
(3.28)
(3.29)
If it is assumed that the Lagrangian triad associated with ΔF(t) remains fixed in the time 
interval [tn,tn+ 1 ], it can readily be shown that:
D(t) =  R(t) · E(t) · R T(t), and W (t) =  R(t) · R T (3.30)
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whereas
σ =  R(t) · σ  · R T (t), vQa R a (3.31)
where E(t) =  lnU(t) is the logarithmic strain associated with the increment, and
σ(ί) =  R T(t) · σ(ί) · R(t) (3.32)
S ta rt of th e  increm et (t =  tn) : ΔΕη =  R n =  Un =  δ, σ n =  σ η and En =  0
End of th e  increm et (t =  tn+i) : ΔFn+l =  Fn+i · F- i  =  Rn+i · Un+i, En+i =  ln Un+i
Note that at the end of the increment (t =  tn+i) the quantities Δ Fn+ 1 , En+i are known.
Now we proceed by modifying the constitutive equations (3.26):
• D =  De + Dp R  · E · R T =  R  · Ee · R T + R  · Ep · R T E =  Ee + Ep
• σ =  Le : De + σ · W p -  W p · σ ^
R  · σ · R T =  Le : R  · Ee · R T + σ · W p -  W p · σ  ^
σ R T e R  Ee R T · R  +
+ R T · σ · R  · R T · W p^ ,  Qa) · R  -  R T · W p(σ, Qa) · R  · R T · σ · R  ^
σ =  Le : Ee + λσ · Ωρ(σ , Qa') -  λΩρ(σ, Qa) · σ ,
where: L jk  Rmi Rnj Rpk Rql Lmnpq
• Dp =  λ Ν ( σ ^ )  ^  R  · Ep · R T =  λ Ν ( σ ^ )  
Ep =  λΝ(σ, Qa) where: Qa =  R T[Qa]
• Φ(σ, Qa) =  0 ^  $ (R  · σ  · R T, R[Qa]) =  0 ^
^  Ep =  λR T · N (σ, Qa) · R  ^
Φ(σ, Qa) =  0
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• qa =  λ /« (σ ,3β) ^  R[q«] =  XRT [!α(σ ^ β )] ^
We will use the Backward-Euler scheme to integrate numerically the flow rule ID =  λΝ (σ , qa) 
and the Forward Euler scheme to integrate numerically the quantities σ  and q_a. We discussed 
about those numerical integration schemes in section 3.2.i.
• ΔΕ =  Δ Ε ε + ΔΕΡ,
• σ n+ 1 (ΔΕΡ, Δλ) =  σ n + Ln : ΔΕ  — : ΔΕΡ + Δλ (σn ' — ' σ n)
^ ·ν--------'^e=known
(3.33)
• ΔΕΡ =  ΔλΝ  (σn+1 (ΔΕΡ, Δλ) , qa\n+1 (Δλ)) >
• Φ (σn+1 (ΔΕΡ, Δλ) ,^α\η+1 (Δλ)) =  0,
• Δqα(Δλ) =  Δλ/α(σn,qα\n) (3 .34) 
where we took into account that Len =  Ln
We consider ΔΕΡ and Δλ as the primary unknowns with
qa =  λ )
ΔΕΡ -  ΔλΝ  ^ n +1 (ΔΕρ , Δ λ), ^α\η+1 (Δλ)) =  0, and (3.35)
Φ ^n+1 (ΔΕρ , Δ λ), q«\n+1 ^ ) )  =  0 (3.36)
as the basic equations. The non-linear equations (3.35) and (3.36) are solved for ΔΕΡ and 
Δλ where σ ^ 1 and qa\n+1 are determined from equations (3.33) and (3.34) respectively. 
Finally, we can calculate the quantities σ ^ 1 and qa\n+1 from equations:
σ n+1 — Rn+1 ' σ n+1 ' T'n+1 and qa\n+1 — Rn+1 [qa\n+1]
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Chapter 4
Finite Element Formulation
4.1 Introduction
Let us consider a general continuum body in the reference configuration (t=0), which 
occupies volume V0 with a mass density p0. The body is then loaded by body forces b per 
unit mass and traction forces t  acting on the surrounding surface St , while another part of 
the surrounding surface called Su is subjected to known displacements u. After Δ t period 
of time, the body is deformed and occupies volume V with a mass density p, surrounded 
by surface S. Thus the equilibrium equations in terms of the Cauchy stress tensor can be 
expressed as follows:
dajj
dxj + pbi 0
(4.1)
We introduce the kinematic relationships:
Dij
1
2
dvj + 
dxj
dvj
dxi
(4.2)
where D  is the deformation rate tensor and υ is the velocity field. We also introduce the 
conditions defining the applied forces and displacements in the boundary dS:
u =  ύ =  known on Su (4.3)
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t  =  σ · n =  known on St
Also, we define a constitutive law for the deformable material of the form:
σ =  σ(Ε)
(4.4)
(4.5)
where E is the logarithmic strain.
The above equations (4.1)-(4.3) constitute the S trong Form ulation of the Boundary Value 
Problem. Now, we will the W eak Form ulation of the Boundary Value Problem (or BVP) 
which provides the basis of the F in ite  Elem ent approxim ation. To begin with, we replace 
the three equilibrium equations in (4.1) by a unique scalar equation 1 over the entire body. 
Then, we multiply the differential equation in (4.3) by a virtual (arbitrary but continuous 
and differentiable) velocity field Sv* and then integrating over the entire volume of the 
continuum body. Thus, we have the following equation:
[V · σ + pb] · v*dV
V (t)
0
Now making use of the chain rule to write:
(4.6)
V  · (σ · v*) = (V · σ) · v* + σ  : (Vv*)
and using Gauss's theorem we can write the following:
[V · σ] · v*dV =  [V · (σ · v*) -  σ  : (Vv*)] dV
v (t) v (t)
J  n · σ · v*dS — J  σ  : (Vv*)
S(t) V(t)
t  · v*dS — σ : L*dV 
S(t) V
(4.7)
where L* is the velocity gradient tensor corresponding to the virtual velocity field Sv*. We 
know that SL* can be decomposed into its symmetric D* and antisymmetric part W *, thus 
we are able to write the following:
1this replacement does not violate the generality
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σ : L* = σ  : (D* + W *) =  σ : D* + σ : W * =  σ : D* (4.8)
Note that we took advantage of symmetry of σ to write σ  : L* =  σ : D* as we know that 
the double dot product of a symmetric and an antisymmetric tensor equals to zero.
Now combining equations (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) we can conclude on the alterative formulation 
of the BVP:
(4.9)
which is the so called W eak Form ulation and provides the basis for the F in ite  Elem ent 
approxim ation which we will introduce in the following section.
4.2 Finite Element Approximation
In a finite element setting, the problem is solved incrementally and the primary unknown 
is the displacement increment Δu(x) that defines the position of the body at the end of an 
increment:
ura+i(x) =  u«(x) + Δu(x) (4.10)
Then, the current position of any material point within the continuum body can be directly 
updated as:
xn+i(x) =  x«,(x) + Δu(x) =  X + un+i(x) (4.11)
Discretizing the continuum body into finite elements, we express the unknown displacement 
increment Δ u as a function interpolation within each element as:
(A«(x)} =[N„(x)j {AuN} (4.12)
3x1 3xra nxl
where [Nu(x)j is the interpolation matrix that consists of user-defined ’’shape” functions 
and {Δ ηΝ} is the vector of nodal unknowns. Since the virtual velocity field, δυ* must
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be compatible with all kinematic constraints and the interpolation introduced in (4.12), 
constraints the displacement to have a certain spatial variation, then δυ* must also be 
defined using the same function interpolation. Thus,
{δυ*} =  [N(x)] Δυ*Ν (4.13)
3x1 3 xN Tx1
and the virtual velocity tensor δΌ* is also expressed in array form as:
{δΌ*} =  [B(x)] {Δυ*Ν} (4.14)
6x1 6xn nx1
where the matrix [B(x)] containing the spatial derivatives of the shape functions N(x). The 
following notations are used in the rest of our analysis:
• the Cauchy stress, σ , is considered as: σ  ^  {σ}
6x 1
• the traction forces, t, are considered as: t  ^  {t }
3x 1
• and the body forces, b, are considered as: b ^  {b}
3x 1
Now, substituting each term into the W eak Form ulation in (4.9), we derive the following 
equation:
[Δ υΡ  ] A (B in+1 w „ +1 -  [N in + ab w o  d v e -  [ N ^ a t u ^
Vn + 1 Sn +1
= 0 ν[Δυ^ Ν ]
[B ]Tn+M } n +1dVe
Vn + 1
[N ]T+1 {b>T+1dVe
eSn+1
J  [N]T+1 {t}T+1d S 6
SeSn + 1
0
The last two integrals comprising of the traction and body forces in the above expression, 
define the external load vector as:
{F  }extn+1 [N]T+ 1 {b}n+1dVe + J  [N]T+1 {t}n+1 dSe
SeSn + 1
0
Finally, we can define the residual forces vector which essentially expresses the difference 
between the internal σ T+1 and external ^+ 1^ „/+1 forces:
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{R(AuN )}„ +1 = A  f  [Btf+iW n+i d V  — {F }η+ = {0} (4.15)
where {σ} η+ 1 is usually a non-linear function of the unknowns {ΔuN}.
The solution of the ’weak’ formulation (4.9) is the displacement field {Δ ίιν } that satisfies 
the system of equations in equation (4.15), or equivalently, the displacement field that at 
t =  tn+1 equates the applied loads {F}n+ 1 to the internal forces {σ}η+1.
4.3 Calculation of the Jacobian
Now we will try to derive an expression for the Jacobian [K] from the continuum form in 
(4.9) by calculating the quantity dG and then introduce the finite element approximation. 
To begin with, we will express all integrals involved in (4.9) with respect to the reference 
configuration, in order to avoid variations of the form V =  V(t) and S = S(t), involved in the 
limits of integration, when taking the derivative dG. Furthermore, we will take into account 
equation (4.8) so that to replace σ : SD* with σ : SL*:
Ο(Δη) =  t r ^  · SL*)dV — p0b · ^*dV0 — to · δυ*dSo (4.16)
V Vo So
where p0 and t 0 stand for the mass density and the normal traction vector at t=0 respectively. 
Recalling equations (4.10) and (4.11) we note that:
dxn+1 =  d(X + Un+i) =  d(xn + Δ ^  =  d ^ u )  (4.17)
Now we rewrite the first integral in (4.16) from the current to the reference state.
Οδυ* dX
t r ^  ·SL )dV = tr  ( σ  · · dX
V Vo Vo
Substituting into (4.16), the Weak formulation of the BVP can be written with respect to 
the reference state as:
J  dVo0 = ^  1 σ  · dSX* · F - i 1 JdVo
G ^ u ) tr
Vo
<9δυ*
^X " · F - 1 · σ  | JdVo J  p0b · δυ*dVo
Vo
J  to · δυ*dSo (4.18)
So
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Assuming that all initially applied forces are independent of the body’s motion, we can derive 
the following:
dG tr
Vo
dSv*
~dX dF - 1  · σ  + F - 1  · da + F - 1  · σ dJ JdVo (4.19)
Recalling that: dSv* dSv*d X d x
• dx =  dL* 
dX  =  dL
· F the expression for dG becomes:
dG =  J  tr
Vo
dJSL* · ( F · d(F- 1) · σ + da + σ  -j JdVo (4.20)
At this point we only need to evaluate the expressions F · d(F 1), dσ and d J / J
• Evaluation of F · d(F 1):
F · F - 1 =  δ ^  dF · F - 1 +  F · d(F- 1 ) =  0 ^  F · d(F- 1)
where
dF H d  X
d (dx) d (dΔu)
dX =  dX
dF · F - 1
(4.21)
Now combining the above two expressions we have:
F · d (F -‘) = -  d(df u)) ^  
d x
F · d(F-1) =  -d L (4.22)
• Evaluation of J :
Recalling the definition of J  as the determinant of the deformation gradient F we write:
J  =  detF
Using Jacobi’s formula, we can express the quantity dJ(the derivative of the determi­
nant of F) in terms of the adjugate matrix of F and dF as follows:
dJ =  tr[adj (F) · dF]
and since the inverse of F - 1 exists, the adjugate of F is given by:
adj (F) =  J F - 1
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and thus:
dJ = Jtr  [F- 1  · dF]
We have already shown that:
dF · F - 1  =  dL
Therefore, combining the last two expressions, the quantity d J / J  can be expressed as:
dJ
j  =  dLkk (4.23)
We will now proceed to the substitution of the expressions in equations (4.23) and 
(4.22) into equation (4.20) for dG, taking also into account that tr [A · B =  A : BT]:
dG =  4L* : [da — σ  · dLT + σdLkk]dV (4.24)
V (t)
• Evaluation of d a :
The quantity da  expresses the stress variation with respect to the displacement incre­
ment Δ ^
First, we will express the time variation of the deformation gradient F  during the time 
increment [tn,tn+1 ] as:
F(t) =  ΔF(t) · Fn
and the corresponding deformation rate tensor D  can be expressed as:
D(t) F(t) · F - 1 s
ΔF(t) · Δ F - 1
Using Polar Decomposition theorem, we can write:
(4.25)
(4.26)
ΔF(t) =  R(t) · U(t) (4.27)
and assuming that the Lagrangian triad associated with ΔF(t) remains fixed over the 
period of one increment we can substitute the polar decomposition theorem of ΔF(t) 
to (4.26) and write D in the form:
D(t) =  R(t) · E(t) · R T(t) (4.28)
where E stands for the logarithmic strain. Now let us recall the Jaumman rate of 
Cauchy stress which is given by:
σ =  σ  — W  · σ  + σ · W (4.29)
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It can easily be shown that the spin tensor W (t) is in this case given by:
W (t) =  R(t) · R T(t) (4.30)
and thus the Jaumman rate of Cauchy stress is expressed as:
σ =  R(t) · d [<r(t) · R T(t)] where: <r(t) =  R T(t) · σ(ί) · R(t)
at (4.31)
As far as the quantity <r(t) is concerned we note that:
σ(ί) = f E j |  : E(t) = C(t) : (RT · D(t) · R(t)) (4.32)
Now using the final result for the quantity <r(t) we can conclude in the following form 
for the Jaumman rate of Cauchy stress:
vσ R(t) · CC(t) : (R T(t) · D(t) · R (t)) · R T(t) C(t) : D(t) =  C(t) : L(t) (4.33)
where C and C are related by:
Cijkl RimRjnRkpRlq Cmnpq
Furthermore, we can express σ alternatively as:
σ = σ -  2 σ · (l  -  lt  ) + 1(l  -  lt  ) ·σ  ^  
σ  =  C : L -  1 σ  · (L -  LT) + 1(L -  LT) · σ  (4.34)
The last expression in equation (4.34) can be used to approximate άσ as:
άσ =  C : dL -  1  σ  · (dL -  dLT) + “ (dL -  dLT) · σ (4.35)
Substituting the above approximation for άσ into (4.36) we take the following expres­
sion for dG:
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dG = δL* :
v (t)
or equivalently:
C : dL — 1  σ  · (dL — dLT) + “ (dL — dLT) · σ  + dLkkσ dV
(4.36)
where: Eijki =  2 (dlk j  5aajk 5tk σβ + δα j )
Now we return back to the finite element approximation summarized by the expressions 
(4.12)- (4.13). Let us also approximate δL* and dL as:
^L * }  =  [BL(x)]{Au*w} (4.37)
6x1 6xra rax 1
{dL} =  [BL(x)] [A vn } (4.38)
6x1 6xn nx 1
Now if we substitute (4.12), (4.13), (4.37) and (4.38) to (4.36) we will eventually derive:
dG =  [Av*n ] A S [Bl]T ([C] + [Σ] + {σ}[δ]) \BL]dVe {Avn } (4.39)
Note that since the global Jacobian is made up by assembling the Jacobian is defined within 
each element as:
[K] = A m  (4.40)
e=1
we can express the Local Jacobian for every element as:
(4.41)
We should also note that the above expression for the Local Jacobian is approximate not 
only because we introduced the Finite Element approximation for the quantities involved, but 
also because of the approximation for dσ expressed in (4.35). However, this approximation
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affects only the rate of convergence and not the solution. Moreover, we should note that 
matrix [Σ] is symmetric and the product {σ}[δ] defines a non-symmetric matrix. Therefore, 
the Local Jacobian [ke] is considered to be non-symmetric as well.
Abaqus/Standard is based on the formulation presented above to make calculations. Also, 
ABAQUS enables users to introduce nonlinear elements (UEL) and more complex constitu­
tive material behaviors (UMAT) though subroutines written in FORTRAN form. We will 
discuss about those user-subroutines later on this chapter.
We will now proceed by representing two types of 2nd order Lagrangian finite elements.
4.4 9-node (2D), 2nd order Lagrangian finite element
Let us consider a 9-node 2D Lagrangian finite element as shown in the figure 4.1.
E lem ent C P E 9 - 18 d of
4 3
O  ; u l ,  u2
node 1 1-2 (ul,u2)
node 2 3-4 (ul,u2)
node 3 5-6 (ul,u2)
node 4 7-8 (ul,u2)
node 5 9-10 (ul,u2)
node 6 11-12 (ul,u2)
node 7 13-14 (ul,u2)
node 8 15-16 (ul,u2)
node 9 17-18 (ul,u2)
Fig. 4.1: Illustration of a 9-node Lagrangian finite element along with the dof on each node.
Before we apply the Finite Element formulation, we need to recall the W eak Form ulation 
in equation (4.9) so that we can determine which quantities need further simplification.
G(v) =  σ : D*dV -  t  · v*dS -  pb · v*dV =  0 (4.42)
V(t) S(t) V(t)
We begin with the notations used concerning the Cauchy stress tensor, the traction forces 
and the body forces. In the case of plain strain those quantities are considered as:
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σ ^  {σ} t  ^  {t} b ^  {b}
4x1 2x1 2x1
(4.43)
Now, we will proceed in the interpolation of the unknowns. The main unknowns of the 
problem are the nodal displacement which are equal to 18 (9 nodes x 2 displacements/node) 
for such an element.
{-u*(x)} =  [N(x)] {de}, where: {de} =  [u ], i = 1  ^  9
2x1 2xn nx1 1x2
Quantities such as the matrix [B(x)], which contains the spatial derivatives of the shape 
functions, N(x), and the matrix [N(x)], which is the interpolation matrix that consists of 
the user-defined ‘shape’ functions, need to be determined. Therefore, for a 9-node Lagrangian 
finite element:
• The [B(x)] matrix will be of the following form:
[B(x)]4x n [Bi] [Bd [B3]4x 2 4x 2 4x 2
[B4] [B5] [Be] [B7] [B8] [B9]
4x2 4x3 4x3 4x3 4x3 4x3
where:
Γ dNi
0
dNi
dy[Bi] =
dx
0
4x 2 0 0
ON, dNi
dy dx
i =  1 9
whereas the [N(x)] matrix will be of the following form:
[N(x)]
2x n
[Ni] [N2] [N3] [N4] [N5] [Ne] [N7] [N8] [N9]
2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2 2x 2
where [Ni] =
2x 2
Ni 0
0 Ni
i =  1 9
As far as the user-defined ‘shape’ functions concerned, for a 9-node Lagrangian finite element 
2 they are defined as: 2
2For a more analytical description about the form of the shape-functions in a 9-node Lagrangian Finite 
Element you Zienkiewicz[30]
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Ni =
1
" 4 ' (ξ2 — ξ) · (η2 —
η) N 2
1
" 4 '
(ξ2 + ξ )■ (η2 — η)
N3 =
1
" 4 ' (ξ2 + ξ) · (η2 +
η) N4 =
1
“ 4 '
(ξ2 — ξ) ■ (η2 +  η)
n 5 =
1
“ 2 ' (1 — ξ2) · (η2 —
η) ν 6 = 1
“ 2 '
(ξ2 + ξ) · (1 —η2)
n 7 = 1
_ 2 ' (1 — ξ2) · (η2 +
η) ν 8 = 1
" 2 '
(ξ2 — ξ) · (1 —η2)
n 9 = (1 — ξ2) · (1 — η2)
where (ξ, η) is a local coordinate system[30].
We conclude that the W eak Form ulation (4.9) and the equation which gives us the Jaco­
bian (4.41) of an element, remain the same in the case of a 9-node Lagrangian finite element 
with plain strain. There are only little changes regarding the dimensions of the matrices 
that take place on the integrals.
4.5 9-node (2D) 2nd order ‘Mixed’ Lagrangian finite element
Now let us discuss the implementation of the finite element analysis in the case of a 9- 
node 2D, 2nd order ‘Mixed’ Lagrangian finite element. The term ‘mixed’ denotes the use of 
a mixture of displacement and stress variables with an augmented variational principle to 
approximate the equilibrium equations and compatibility conditions. The main unknowns 
of the problem are the displacement variables and the pressure. A schematic representation 
of a 9-node ‘mixed’ Lagrangian finite element is shown in figure 4.2
This type of element is used when the material response is incompressible and the solution 
of the problem cannot be obtained in terms of the displacement history only, since a purely 
hydrostatic pressure can be added without changing the displacements. An example where 
this behaviour approached in a system, is the nearly incompressible case in which Poisson’s 
ratio is greater than 0.4999999. On a nearly incompressible case, a very small change in 
displacement produces extremely large changes in pressure, so that a displacement-based 
solution is too sensitive numerically. Therefore, in order to avoid this singular behavior in the 
system we treat the pressure stress as an independently interpolated basic solution variable, 
coupled to the displacement solution through the constitutive theory and the compatibility 
conditions.
When a ‘mixed’ finite element is used in an analysis, we use the deviatoric part of the Cauchy 
stress (Zienkiewicz[30]), s, in the problem. Recall that the deviatoric part of σ  is given by 
equation s =  σ — ρδ. Due to the existence of the pressure in the ’’mixed formulation” model, 
we need to alter the general form of the W eak Form ulation and the Jacobian. To begin 
with, we write again the W eak Form ulation taking into account the existence of pressure:
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Elem ent CPE9H -22 dof
4 3
DOF:
O  : u l, u2
®  : P
node 1 1-3 (ul,u2,p)
node 2 4-6 (ul,u2,p)
node 3 7-9 (ul,u2,p)
node 4 10-12 (ul,u2,p)
node 5 13-14 (ul,u2)
node 6 15-16 (ul,u2)
node 7 17-18 (ul,u2)
node 8 19-20 (ul,u2)
node 9 21-22 (ul,u2)
Fig. 4-2: Illustration of a 9-node ’’mixed” Lagrangian finite element along with the dof on each 
node.
(ajj,j + pb) v* dV  + I  (p  -  Ud) P*dV + j  -  &ijnj) v*dS = 0
(i)
(4.45)
V(t) (I) V(t) S(t)
The quantity (I) in the first integral is calculated as follows:
(1 ) =  j  v*dV (σοvi ),· -  vi,i dV aij v*nj dS Oij v*dV (4.46)
V(t) V(t) S(t) V(t)
Substituting equation (4.46) into (4.45) we conclude in the final form of the W eak Form u­
lation:
J  [sijD* + pv*j] dV + J  (uii -  p^ p*dV -  J  pbiv*dV -  J  Uv*dS =  0 (4.47)
V(t) V(t) V(t) S(t)
The interpolation of the unknowns according to the finite element analysis is as follows:
1. The arbitrary velocity field is given by
|4v*j =  [N(x)] {de*} (4.48)
2x1 2xn nxl
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where [Νυ(x)] is the interpolation matrix consisting of the user-defined ‘shape’ func­
tions, Νρ
[Νυ (x)] 
2 xn
[Νυΐ] [Νυ2] [Νυ3] [Νυ4] [Νυ5] [Νυβ] Μ  [Νυβ] [Ν^]
2x3 2x3 2x3 2x3 2x2 2x2 2x2 2x2 2x2
(4.49)
where
Νί 0 0 Νί 0
[Νυί] = , i = 1  ^  4 and [Νυί] = , i =  5 ^  9
2x 3 0 Νί 0 2x 2 0 Νί
The shape functions, Ν^ have already declared in the previous section, in equation 
(4.44)
2. The pressure is interpolated as
P*(x) =  [Νρ(χ)] {de*}
1x1 1xn nx1
where [Νρ(χ)] is the interpolation matrix of the user-defined ‘shape’ functions, Ν^ The 
shape functions Ν^ are given by the following equations:
Ν  = 4(1 -  ξ)(1  -  , )  Ν  = 1(1 + ξ)(ι -  η)
Ν3 = 1 ( 1  + ξ)(ι + η) Ν  = 1 ( 1  -  ξ)(ΐ + η)
3. The interpolation of the virtual velocity field, D*, is as follows:
{SD*} =  [Bdev(x)] {de*}
4x1 4xn nx1
where [Bdev(x)] is given as follows:
[Bdev (x)] 4xn
[B1] [B2] [B3] [B4] [B5] [Be] [B7] [B8] [B9]
4x 4 4x 4 4x 4 4x 4 4x 3 4x 3 4x 3 4x 3 4x 3
where [Bi] is in the following form:
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[Bi]4x3
2 3Ni 1 dNi
0
2 dNi 1 dNi
3 dx 3 dy 3 dx 3 dy
1 ON, 2 dNi
0
1 dNi 2 dNi
3 dx 3 dy i — 1 —^ 4 [Bi] —
3 dx 3 dy
1 ON, 1 dNi
0
4x 2 1 dNi 1 dNi
3 dx 3 dy 3 dx 3 dy
dNi dNi
0
dNi dNi
dy dx dy dx
i = 5 ->· 9
4. We continue with the interpolation of the quantity υ*ί(χ)
< i  =  [Bv(x)] K }
1 x 1 1xn nx1
where [Bv (x)] is a matrix consisting of the derivatives of the shape functions Ni, and 
it can be written as follows:
[Bv (x)] 
1xn
[Bv1] [Bv2] [Bv3] [Bv4] [Bv5] [Bv6] [Bv7] [Bv8] [Bv9]1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3 1x3
and the matrices [Bvi] are in the following form:
[Bvi]
1x3
\ dNi ON, 1 „ i 0 i = 1  — 4 [Bvi] =
[dNi dNil
dx dy \ 1x2 dx dy \
i =  5 9
where [s]1x4 =  [s11 s22 s33 σ12] is determined in terms of the F n+1 in a User Subroutine 
(UMAT) which is described in subsection 4.7.
4.6 Description of UEL subroutine
User defined ELement subroutines (UEL) are used in conjunction with Abaqus [2] allowing 
the users to define any (nonlinear) element of arbitrary complexity. For this reason, ABAQUS 
has a DO loop over all elements. Within this loop, UEL is called for each element and it is 
expected to provide the element residual (’’load vector”) and the element Jacobian (’’stiffness 
matrix”). At the end of this loop, the global residual load vector { f } n+1 and the global 
Jacobian [k] =  -  - ^  have been formed. If the residual is not within the specified tolerance, 
a correction to the nodal degrees of freedom (dof) is calculated and the loop over all elements 
is repeated, until the global residual is within tolerance (global ‘equilibrium’ convergence).
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Within UEL we have a DO loop over the element Gauss integration points where the element 
‘load vector’ { f e}n+l and the element Jacobian [ke] =  — are calculated as they will be 
used to estimate the element nodal dof {de}n+l. Then {de}n+l for the current increment 
is passed in together with the values of the element nodal dof at the end of the previous 
increment {de}n.
Note that in order to form the element Jacobian we need to calculate a n+l, Δ ^ ^  and the 
derivatives dση+ι/3εη+ι. For this calculation, we call another subroutine named UM AT 
which we present later on in this chapter.
Defining a User E lem ent *•
There is a large number of properties that need to be defined before we begin coding. Those 
properties are:
• The number of nodes on the element
• The number of coordinates present at each element
• The degrees of freedom active at each node
• The number of element properties to be defined external to the UEL
• The number of solution-dependent state variables (SDVs) to be stored per element
• The number of (distributed) load types available for the element
The main contribution of the User defined ELements, when the degrees of freedom of the 
problem are the displacements of the nodes, uN, is to provide the nodal residual forces F N. 
The nodal residual forces F N are defined through equation F N =  F ^  — FtNt , where FjXt 
is the external load due to applied distributed loads and FtNt is the internal load due to 
stresses, e.g., at node N.
In nonlinear user elements the forces will often depend on the increments in the degrees 
of freedom ΔuN and the internal state variables which are denoted as Ha . In order to 
obtain the solution of the (nonlinear) system of equations it is required to define the element 
Jacobian (stiffness matrix):
K NM dF N 
duM
(4.50)
The Jacobian should include all the direct and indirect dependencies of F N on uN, which 
includes terms of the form:
dFN dH α
dHa duM
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We have to note that the Jacobian can be either symmetric or nonsymmetric. An accurately 
defined Jacobian will always improve convergence with the associated computational cost.
A typical interface for a UEL subroutine is given below:
SUBROUTINE UEL (RHS, AMATRX, SVARS, ENERGY, NDOFEL, NRHS, NSVARS,
+ PROPS, NPROPS, COORDS, MCRD, NNODE, U, DU, V, A, JTYPE, TIME, DTIME,
+ KSTEP, KINC, JET EM, PARAMS, NDLOAD, JDLTYP, ADLMAG, PREDEF, NPREDF, 
+ LFL AGS, MLVARX, DDLMAG, MDLOAD, PNEWDT, JPROPS, NJPROP, PERIOD)
C
INCLUDE ’ABAPARAM. INC ’
C
DIMENSION RHS (MLVARX, *) ,AMATRX(NDOFEL, NDOFEL) , PROPS (*) ,
+ SVARS(*) ,ENERGY(8) ,COORDS(MCRD,NNODe ) ,U(NDOFEL) ,
+  DU(MLVARX, *) , V(NDOFEL) , A(NDOFEL) ,TIMe (2) ,PARAMs ( *) ,
+  JDLTYP (MDLOAD, *) ,ADLMAG(MDLOAD, *) ,DDLMAg (mDLOAD, * ) ,
+ PREDEF (2 , NPREDF, NNODE) , LFLAGS (*) , JPROPS (*)
user coding to def ine RHS, AMATRX, SVARS, ENERGY, and PNEWDT
RETURN
END
4.7 Description of a UMAT subroutine
User MATerial subroutines (UMAT) allow users to implement general constitutive equa­
tions of non-linear materials in a programming language such as FORTRAN. UM AT can 
also be used within a UEL where it is called for every integration point within each element.
Recalling the FEM approximation that we introduced in Section 4.2, the unknown displace­
ment field is approximated by a function interpolation defined within each element. The 
main unknown of the problem are the nodal displacements. Stresses and strains are be­
ing calculated at the integration point of each element.3 In a UMAT subroutine, the user 
has to provide the complete set of calculations that are necessary to incrementally update 
the stresses and also provide the consistent tangent (άσ/de) both of which depend on the 
constitutive model under consideration as well as the integration algorithm used for numer­
ical integration. Concerning the solution dependent state variables (STATEV), they can be 
variables necessary to conduct material calculations at a given time or even variable whose 
values are needed to be stored for post processing usage. ABAQUS updates and stores state 
variables at the end of every increment for future calculations.
Below we represent a typical interface of a UMAT subroutine.
SUBROUTINE UMAT( STRESS, STATEV, DDSDDE, SSE, SPD, SCD,
integration points and their position within the element both depend on the type of element being used.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19
+ RPL, DDSDDT, DRPLDE, DRPLDT,
+ STRAN, DSTRAN, TIME, DTIME,TEMP, DTEMP, PREDEF, DPRED, CMNAME,
+ NDI, NSHR, NTENS,NSTATV, PROPS, NPROPS, COORDS, DROT, PNEWDT,
+ CELENT, DFGRD0, DFGRD1, NOEL, NPT, LAYER, KSPT, KSTEP, KINC)
C
INCLUDE ’ABAPARAM. INC ’
C
CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME
DIMENSION STRESS (NTENS) , STATEV (NSTATV) ,
+ DDSDDE (NTENS, NTENS) , DDSDDT (NTENS) , DRPLDE (NTENS) ,
+ STRAN(NTENS) ,DSTRAn (nTENS) ,TIME(2) ,PREDEF(1) ,DPRED(1) ,
+  PROPs (nPROPs ) ,COORDS(3) ,DROT(3 ,3) ,DFGRD0(3 ,3 ) ,DFGRD1 (3,3)
user  coding to def ine DDSDDE, STRESS, STATEV, SSE, SPD, SCD 
a n d , if neces sa ry ,  RPL, DDSDDT, DRPLDE, DRPLDT, PNEWDT
RETURN
END
4.8 A schematic representation on how UEL and UMAT sub­
routines work
So far we discussed about the finite element approximation and UEL, UMAT subroutines 
along with two types of elements, the CPE9 and CPE9H. In order to have a better un­
derstanding on how a UEL and a UMAT subroutine works and how these two subroutines 
cooperate, we represent two flowcharts illustrating the procedures to be followed in such sub­
routines in the case of a 9-node (2D), 2nd order Lagrangian finite element with and without 
linear pressure in the case of metal plasticity (Figures 4.3 and 4.5).
Figure 4.3 shows how the UEL subroutine works in the case where the degrees of freedom 
of the model are only the nodal displacements. Through this flowchart we can infer what 
variables need to be initially determined, where the UMAT subroutine needs to be called 
and which variables have been calculated at the end of the Do Loop. Figure 4.4 shows how 
the UMAT subroutine works, which calculations take place in this subroutine and which are 
the output variables 4.
Figure 4.5 shows how the UEL subroutine works in the case where the degrees of freedom of 
the model are both the nodal displacements and the pressure 5. Through this flowchart we 
can infer what variables need to be initially determined, where the UMAT subroutine needs 
to be called and which variables have been calculated at the end of the Do Loop. Figure
4.4 shows how the UMAT subroutine works, which calculations take place in this subroutine 
and which are the output variables.
4The calculations and the output variables of UMAT depend on the consitutive model used as well as on 
the numerical integration scheme
5Pressure exists only on the corner nodes of the element. Thus, by including pressure in the model we 
increase the nodal unknowns by 4
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Start of UEL
Read nodal d.o.f {de}n at 
the begining of the increment 
(tn) and calculate nodal d.of. 
at the current increment
( f n + l )  ί { d ' l n + l
Initialize STATEV
I
(YFLAG, EBAR)
U EL
Loop over Gauss points 
(NGAUSS)
Calculate: i)the shape functions of the element [N],
and
ii)the matrices [Nu] and [B]
Read: Fn , ση and STATEV 
(YFLAG, EBAR) at tn
C alcu late: Fn+1 
through {de} n+1
U M A T  v
Call UMAT
to calculate DDSDDE 
and ση+1
Read: Fn , ση and 
EBARN
Use DDSDDE to calculate 
this point’s contribution to 
element Jacobian
Add terms to 
element’s Jacobian [ke]
Use σ η to calculate this 
point’s contribution to 
element’s load vector
Add terms to element’s 
residual load vector {f}
End of
loop over Gauss points 
(NGAUSS)
D o  th i s  loop  
e v e ry  in te g r
for
r t i o n  p o in t
Fig. 4-3: UEL’s flowchart, for a 9-node Lagrangian Finite Element: A schematic representation on how it works and what, variables need to be 
determined. σιo
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'  S ta rt of UM AT ^
Given: DE, σ„ and  EBARN
Initialize STATEV 
(YFLAG, EBAR)
C alcu la te : F n+1 - F n
F n+1 - F n > TOL
Calculate: i) DE
ii) σ,ι =  ση +  L!l-DE 
ill) Φ =  oeq- σ,
NO
PLASTICITY
Calculate:
DDSDDE =  2GIv +  3kJ - 4G/(3 +  HN/GJNN
Φ >0 Φ <0
Plasticity Elasticity
EXITS UMAT
YFLAG = 1 ,  
σ =  σΛ -2G-DEBAR-AN,
DDSDDE =  2GK +  3kJ  - [4G /(3+H /G )[ NN +  
-(4-DEBAR.-G2/ a !q) - [1.5 · K - NN ]
σ — a e|
D D SD D E =  2GK +  3kJ
Fig. 4-4'· UMAT’s flowchart, for metal elasticity and plasticity: A schematic representation on how it works and what, variables need to be 
determined.
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Start of UEL
Read nodal d.o.f {de}n at 
the begining of the increment 
(tn) and calculate nodal d.of. 
at the current increment
( f n + l )  ί { d ' l n + l
Initialize STATEV
I
(YFLAG, EBAR)
U EL
Loop over Gauss points 
(NGAUSS)
Calculate: if the shane functions of the element [N].
and
Read: F„. σ„. υ„ and 
STATEV (YFLAG, EBAR)
ii)the matrices [Nu], [Np], [BT] and [BdeT] at tn
Calculate: Fn+1,
Pm+l ; " u  ii _____
U M A T  v
Call UMAT
to calculate DDSDDE 
and Sn+1
Use pn+1 to calculate 
Sn from ση
Use DDSDDE to calculate 
this point’s contribution to 
element Jacobian
Add terms to 
element’s Jacobian [ke]
Use Sn to calculate this 
point’s contribution to 
element’s load vector
Add terms to element’s 
residual load vector {f}
End of
loop over Gauss points 
(NGAUSS)
D o  th i s  loop  
e v e ry  in te g r
for
r t i o n  p o in t
Fig. 4-5: UEL’s flowchart, for a 9-node Lagrangian Finite mixed Element: A schematic representation on how it. works and what, variables need 
to be determined.
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-nto
'  S ta rt of UM AT ^
Given F n . F n+1 . pn and  σ η
Initialize STATEV 
(YFLAG, EBAR)
C alcu la te : F n+1 - F n
DE = 0
DE ϊ  0
- F„
Calculate: i) DE
11) Sel =  Sn +  2GK-DE 
ill) Φ =  S!q- σ,
PLASTICITY
Calculate: DDSDDE =  2GIv - 4G/(3 +  HN/G) 
S = Sn+1 n
Φ >0 Φ <0
Plasticity Elasticity
EXITS UMAT
YFLAG = 1 ,
S =  Sel -2G-DEBAR-AN,
DDSDDE =  2GK - 1.5-[4-DEBAR-GVo«J +
- {[4G /(3+H /G )] - [4-DEBAR'G2/u !q]}NN
S =  Sel
D D SD D E =  2GK
Fig. 4-6: UMAT’s flowchart, for metal elasticity and plasticity: A schematic representation on how it works and what, variables need to be 
determined.
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Chapter 5
Finite Element Results
5.1 Introduction
In the current chapter we will present a variety of finite element simulations using the 
Abaqus [1] general purpose finite element software in conjunction with the UEL (User El­
ement) subroutine modelling the 9-node Lagrangian finite element that was developed in 
the context of this thesis. The implementation of finite deformation metal plasticity was 
possible through the UMAT subroutine which is called for every integration point within 
one element in UEL1. To verify the correctness of the computational implementation of both 
the simple 9-node Lagrangian element as well as of the 9-node Lagrangian element with the 
mixed formulation we conducted a series of finite element analyses with increasing complex­
ity as suggested by Abaqus [2]. The finite element simulations discussed in the following 
section involve a mesh consisting of only 1 finite element and the results are compared with 
the corresponding ones for a 8-node Serendipity finite element from the Abaqus library.
In the following sections we present and discuss the results from a variety of one element 
analyses in the cases of uniaxial tension and compression, with force control and displacement 
control, and in the case of contact between one element and a rigid body.
5.2 One element analysis
In order to validate the computational implementation of user subroutines UEL and 
UMAT, we conducted a series of simulations using a single finite element in the mesh. We
1see chapter 4 and section 4.6 for more details regarding these subroutines
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tried these single element tests in the case of simple uniaxial tension and compression using 
both force and displacement control 2. The reason behind the implementation of force and 
displacement control in the single finite element tests, is that there is a variety of problems 
that use either force or displacement control. Therefore, it is reasonable to assert that UEL 
subroutine works properly in these type of problems.
In our single element analysis, we used 9-node (2D) 2nd order Lagrangian finite elements 
and 9-node (2D) 2nd order Lagrangian finite elements with the mixed formulation. Moreover, 
we carried out the same analyses with an 8-node Serendipity finite element from the Abaqus 
library for comparison purposes. The Abaqus elements that we chose to implement are the 
CPE8H (Continuum Plane-Strain 8-node hybrid finite elements) [2].
For all the analyses performed in this section we assume an elastoplastic metallic material 
whose properties are listed below,
• Young’s modulus,E, was taken to be that of steel : 216 GPa
• Poisson’s ratio, ν , was taken to be that of steel : 0.3
• Yield Stress, σ0, was taken to be that of steel : equals to 850 MPa
• Power law hardening with a hardening exponent of 1/5 =  0.2
We have to note that for all the one element simulations we normalize E and σ0 with σ0. 
Thus, σ0 equals to 1 and E equals to 254.118 (Ε/σ0).
5.2.i Uniaxial tension with force control and displacement control
During the uniaxial tension with force control, we applied a concentrated force field along 
the e2 direction. The undeformed and deformed meshes for the uniaxial tension with force 
control are shown in figure 5.1
We have to note that the force applied on the middle node on the top surface of the element, 
is four times larger than the force applied on the two corner nodes. This results from the 
finite element approximation on 2nd order finite elements3.
During our analysis we examined three different types of elements: (i) a 9-node (2D), 
2nd order Lagrangian finite element, (ii) a 9-node (2D), 2nd order Lagrangian finite element 
with linear pressure and (iii) the CPE8H (Continuum Plane strain(E) 8-node hybrid finite 
element) Abaqus element. Next we present the Von Mises stress vs. Logarithmic strain 
(equivalent) that resulted from each simulation.
2Force control implies and a distributed or a concentrated force is applied to the finite element to cause 
deformation whereas displacement control implies that we prescribe the displacement of a given node set in 
the form of boundary conditions. In the latter, no force is applied to the finite element
3 An analytical explanation why the force applied on the middle node is four times bigger than the sided 
nodes in a 2nd order Lagrangian Finite Element, can be found in Zienkiewicz[30]
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(b)
F
2 2
Fig. 5.1: The undeformed (a) and deformed (b) meshes in the case of a single finite element under 
uniaxial tension with force control. The black points indicate the location of each node in the finite 
element. The central node only exists in the case of User ELements. The force field is applied on 
the three topmost nodes of the element and the boundary conditions are such to prevent rigid body 
motion
Fig. 5.2: The stress (Von Mises) - strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curve during uniaxial 
tension with force control, using user-defined elements and Abaqus elements along with the curve 
for the analytical solution in this case
The results shown in figure 5.2 suggest that Abaqus elements and user-defined elements 
are in agreement with one another as well as with the analytical solution. This verifies 
the correctness of the computational implementation of both User Elements in the case of
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uniaxial tension with force control.
We continue with the case of uniaxial tension with displacement control. In this simulation 
we applied a uniform displacement field on the upper surface of the element subjecting the 
element into uniaxial tension. Figure 5.3 shows the undefromed and deformed configurations 
along with the boundary conditions that used in the analysis. The Von Mises stress -  
Logarithmic strain (equivalent) curves that resulted from each simulation are reported in 
Figure 5.4
A
δ
e2 e2
>e1 (a)
>e1 (b)
Fig. 5.3: The undeformed (a) and deformed (b) meshes in the case of a single finite element under 
uniaxial tension with force control. The black points indicate the location of each node in the finite 
element. The central node only exists in the case of User ELements. The uniform displacement 
field is applied on the three topmost nodes of the element and the boundary conditions are such to 
prevent rigid body motion
Figure 5.4 suggests that Abaqus elements and user -  defined elements are in good agree­
ment with the analytical solution once again verifying the fact that the user element where 
implemented correctly in this case as well.
5.2.ii Uniaxial compression with force control and displacement control
During the uniaxial compression with force control, we applied a concentrated compres­
sive force field at the nodes of the upper surface of the element in the direction e2. The 
undeformed and deformed configurations are shown in figure 5.5. We used both 9-node 
user defined elements and Abaqus elements in order to verify our results.
The stress (Von Mises)-strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curves that correspond to
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Fig. 5.4: The stress (Von Mises) - strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curve during uniaxial 
tension with displacement control, using user-defined elements and Abaqus elements along with the 
curve for the analytical solution in this case
F
2 (b)
Fig. 5.5: The undeformed (a) and deformed (b) meshes in the case of a single finite element under 
uniaxial compression with force control. The black points indicate the location of each node in the 
finite element. The central node only exists in the case of User ELements. The force field is applied 
on the three topmost nodes of the element and the boundary conditions are such to prevent rigid 
body motion
each simulation are shown in figure 5.6. From the stress -  strain curves we can infer that 
the results for user -  defined elements are in agreement with both the Abaqus Element as 
well as the analytical solution.
We continue with the case of uniaxial compression with displacement control. Figure 5.7 
shows the undeformed and deformed configurations along with the imposed displacement 
field on the upper surface of the element and the boundary conditions.
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Fig. 5.6: The stress (Von Mises) - strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curve during uniaxial 
tension with displacement control, using user-defined elements and Abaqus elements along with the 
curve for the analytical solution in this case
Fig. 5.7: The undeformed (a) and deformed (b) meshes in the case of a single finite element under 
uniaxial compression with displacement control. The black points indicate the location of each node 
in the finite element. The central node only exists in the case of User ELements. The displacement 
field is applied on the three topmost nodes of the element and the boundary conditions are such to 
prevent rigid body motion
The stress (Von Mises)-strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curves that correspond to 
each simulation are shown in figure 5.8. From the stress -  strain curves we can infer that 
the results for user -  defined elements are in agreement with both the Abaqus Element as 
well as the analytical solution
Having verified that the implementation of the 9-node UEL with the traditional formulation 
as well as with the mixed formulation is correct, we have completed the first batch of veri­
fication simulations. Abaqus [2] advises users to verify the implementation using one finite
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Fig. 5.8: The stress (Von Mises) - strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curves during uniaxial 
tension with displacement control, using user-defined elements and Abaqus elements along with the 
curve for the analytical solution in this case
element with prescribed traction or boundary condition and verify the results with Abaqus 
elements. Having done so, the next step would be to gradually increse the complexity of the 
problem in order to determine error in our implementation (if any).
Before we proceed to the next batch of simulations conducted in the context of this thesis 
we have to address a subtle issue regarding force control simulations vs displacement control 
simulations. In order to take into account force control simulations, where forces (concen­
trated or distributed) are applied to one or more surfaces of the finite element, we need to 
change the signs of the residual vector (RHS) and of the stiffness matrix (AAMATRX). For 
more information about this change in signs you may refer directly to the user subroutine 
in Appendix C of this thesis.
5.2.iii Contact analysis
In this section, we are interested in examining the case of contact between one element 
and a rigid body. Adding one more degree of complexity to the problem, we introduce the 
problem of deforming a finite element by indirectly applying a force field through contact. For 
this purpose, we used the 9 -  node (2D), 2nd order Lagrangian finite elements with/without 
linear pressure and Abaqus elements 4. Contact problems solved by Abaqus Implicit [2] 
are in general very difficult and in many cases impossible to solve. Since however the user 
element was developed to accurately calculate stresses and displacements in the case of finite 
deformation metal plasticity (such as deformation processes) it is important to validate that
4In particular, we used the CPE8H finite elements
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the UEL subroutine can also handle problems that involve hard contact.
The undeformed and deformed configuration of the one element used in the contact analysis 
is shown in Figure 5.9 along with the rigid die.
rigid die
-<r
e2 A a)
e b)
->
e i
>
e i
Fig. 5.9: The undeformed (a) and deformed (b) meshes in the case of a single finite element under 
uniaxial compression through hard contact with a rigid die. The black points indicate the location 
of each node in the finite element. The central node only exists in the case of User ELements. The 
vertical solid black line represents the rigid die that moves in the ei direction and deforms the finite 
element. The boundary conditions are such to eliminate rigid body translations and rotations for 
the finite element
During contact analysis, the rigid die was displaced in the ei directon. Once the contact 
between the die and the element was initiated, the contact forces were able to deform the 
element as the die was pushing against it. We report the results of this simulation in the 
sense of a stress (Von Mises) -  strain (equivalent Logarithmic Strain) curve which is shown 
in figure 5.10.
From the stress -  strain curve shown in figure 5.10 we can see that the results from contact 
analysis with user -  defined elements and Abaqus elements are coincide with analytical 
solution of the problem, which means that UEL subroutine works properly and in this case.
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Fig. 5.10: The stress (Von Mises) - strain (equivalent Logarithmic strain) curves during uniaxial 
compression through hard contact with a rigid die, using user-defined elements and Abaqus elements 
along with the curve for the analytical solution in this case
5.3 Wire drawing
5.3.i General Overview and Problem Description
Wire drawing is one of the most used metal forming processes that involves plastic de­
formation. During this metal working5 process a billet is pulled through a die, or series of 
dies, so that to reduce its cross-sectional area. In the case of cylindrical wires, the reduction 
of the cross sectional area is equivalent to the reduction of the cross section’s radius. As 
the wire is pulled through the die and deforms plastically, its volume remains constant and 
as a result the diameter decreases while the length increases. There are many applications 
for wire drawing products including but not limited to electrical wiring, cables, tension- 
loaded structural components etc. Drawing is usually performed at room temperature, and 
therefore is classified as a cold working process. The main variables involved in this process 
comprise of the die semiangle, a, the cross-sectional area A, the friction coefficient μ, the 
reduction area r and the yield tension ay.
In order to solve this problem numerically, we made several assumptions regarding material 
properties and process conditions. The problem is treated from a continuum mechanics 
point of view which means that metallurgical variables such as grain size, internal defects 
like dislocations and structural inhomogeneities are neglected in this problem. In regards to 
the friction coefficient, we assumed frictionless constant between the billet and the rigid die 
since the process usually takes place in a well-lubricated environment. While accounting for
5Is a process of working with metals to create individual parts, assemblies or large-scale structures
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friction would greatly complicate the problem, it would not contribute significantly to its 
solution. Friction gives rise to a temperature increase during the process, but in reality the 
assembly is constantly cooled by a lubricant and specific cooling fluids that also keep the 
friction coefficient relatively low.
5.3.ii Finite Element formulation of wire drawing using Abaqus elements
In this section we discuss the finite element implementation of the wire drawing process 
outlining the model’s details and any assumptions made in modelling process. The billet 6 
was modelled as an axisymmetric body/wire with an initial radius equal to R0 =  1.26mm 7. 
The die was modelled as a rigid body with a semi-angle equal to 4o degrees. The reduction 
region, r, of the die was determined by equation r =  8. The wire was taken to be
made of steel with thin zinc coating9. In this particular problem, the steel extended from 
0 — 0.972R0 whereas the zinc coating was taken to be the remaining 0.028R0 of the total 
radius R0. A schematic representation of geometry is shown in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.12(a), shows a snapshot of the finite element mesh used for this problem along with 
the rigid die that causes the wire to deform when the drawing process is active. The figure 
also depicts a detail of the finite element mesh indicating the finite elements comprising the 
zinc coating. The mesh consists of 2 dimensional, 2nd order axisymmetric finite elements 
(CAX8H) from the Abaqus library [2]. The details of the finite element mesh are outlined 
in table 5.1 that follows.
Table 5.1: The finite element mesh used to discretize the problem of wire drawing of a steel wire 
with a thin zinc coating
Elem ents Nodes d.o.f.
1350 5555 12666
In particular, 27 elements were used in r -  direction, 2 of them being elements used to 
model the zinc coating, while on z -  direction we used 50 elements. These values were de­
cided after a corresponding mesh refinement study. Figure 5.12(b), shows the 3-dimensional 
equivalent problem that we are actually modelling. Taking advantage of the cylindrical sym­
metry, we only have to model the axisymmetric part of this problem which not only involves 
considerably fewer degrees of freedom but is also much easier to solve in terms of modelling 6789
6The deformable body
7The data for this problem are actual data used in the wire drawing process by SYRMA S.A., Volos, 
Greece
8In our problem the reduction region was set equal to 0.06mm as the initial radius was determined equal 
to 1.26mm while the final radius was determined equal to 1.18mm
9In most cases of metal working processes, billets are used to have coatings in order to have higher 
resistance on the forces that the dies apply
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metal
0.972Ro
Ln
S| zinc 
^  0.028Rn
Rn
Fig. 5.11: A schematic representation of the axisymmetric wire made of steel with a thin zinc 
coating. The wire is subjected to drawing in order to reduce its cross-sectional area
the contact interactions 10. However, Abaqus [1] has the capability of projecting the axisym­
metric results in the full 3D geometry which makes the results more visually appealing but 
also more comprehensible.
The billet is subjected to a uniform displacement field applied on the nodes of the upper 
surface forcing the wire to pass through the die region. From our simulations, we found that 
a displacement of 4L/3 was capable of leading the billet out of the rigid die with the desired 
reduction in radius. This, displacement field imposed in two steps. On the first step, the 
billet moved only 0.05mm to initiate contact. On the second step, we impose the remaining 
displacement and plastic deformation takes place.
The material properties used for the metal and the zinc coating on billet are summarized 
below.
10Modelling the 3-dimensional contact interaction in the case of the full 3-d problem would be almost 
impossible. Such a problem would require a very fine mesh which would make the analysis very challenging 
even for modern computers
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.12: The finite element mesh used to discretize the model’s geometry (a) along with a detail 
illustrating the region consisting of zinc elements. The mesh consists of 2nd order hybrid axisym- 
metric elements from the Abaqus library [2]. The 3 dimensional equivalent problem is shown in (b) 
where part of the rigid die is removed for visualization purposes. Steel is coloured green whereas 
grey is used for the zinc coating. The die is coloured dark grey and is assumed to be rigid
Properties used for steel:
• Young’s modulus,E, 216 GPa
• Poisson’s ratio, ν , 0.295
• Yield Stress, σ0, 850 MPa
• Work Hardening law that follows Hollomon’s curve σ =  σ0 + k · εη, where n=0.16 and 
k=978.7808 MPa
Properties used for the zinc coating:
• Young’s modulus,E, 107 GPa
• Poisson’s ratio, ν , 0.33
• Yield Stress, σ0, 166 MPa
• Work Hardening law that follows Hollomon’s curve σ =  σ0 + k · εη, where n=0.225 and 
k=372.317 MPa
Case 1 : The wire is pulled through one die
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We will now present the finite element results in the case where only one die used in the 
simulation. Figure 5.13 and figure 5.14 show the contour plots of the distribution of the Von 
Mises equivalent stress and pressure in the billet, respectively. We will limit our discussion to 
the contours of the 2D configuration as they are equivalent with the 3D, due to the symmetry 
of the problem.
S, Mises
1708.134
1566.942
1425.750
1284.558
1143.367
1002.175
860.983
719.792
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296.217
155.025
13.833
«
Fig. 5.13: A contour plot of the Von Misses equivalent stress while the wire is passing through the 
rigid die
S, Pressure
2875.005
2553.671
2232.337
1911.002
1589.668
1268.334
947.000
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304.331
-17.003
-338.337
-659.671
-981.005
Fig. 5.14: A contour plot of the pressure in the wire while the wire is passing through the rigid die
As expected, the maximum value of the Von Mises equivalent stress occurs inside the die. 
This is reasonable if we take into account that inside the die the billet is subjected to very 
high forces from the die in order to change its length and radius. Moreover, regarding the 
contours of the Von Mises stress we can conclude that the distribution inside the die is 
uniform which is an indication that entrance effects are no longer present. In reality the
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wire should be modelled as an infinitely long deformable axisymmetric body, but this would 
not be realizable from a finite element point of view. Therefore, we have to limit the length 
of the wire in order to reduce the computational cost. However, upon entering and exiting 
the die, the wire undergoes a state of deformation which is not representative of the actual 
problem. The real wire drawing process takes place in steady state conditions and therefore 
the wire in our simulations has to be long enough to capture a region of uniform stress. 
This seems to be the case in our problem as clearly there is a region where the stresses are 
uniformly distributed with respect to the z direction. as the process is in a steady -  state 
in this region. If we had the opportunity to simulate a wire with infinite length, then we 
could see that the distribution of the Von Mises equivalent stress would be uniform along 
the z -  direction. The aforementioned statement also explains why the distribution of the 
Von Mises stress is nonuniform in the region where one part of the billet has not entered the 
die yet and in the region where a part of the billet has pulled out of the die.
Now, concerning the pressure contours shown in figure 5.14, we can report that inside the die 
we have two different regions regarding the value and the sign of the pressure. The region 
next to the die has the maximum value of pressure and a positive sign, while the region next 
to the axis of symmetry (on the left) has the lowest value of pressure and a negative sign. 
However, we have to note that on Abaqus the value of the pressure is given through equation 
p =  — akk/3. Thus, the values next to the die have actually negative sign (compressive) while 
the values next to the axis of symmetry have a positive sign.
Figure 5.15, shows a plot of the reaction force in z -  direction versus the displacement field 
applied in z -  direction. We can see clearly from the same figure that the first time the 
billet enters the die the reaction force obtains the maximum value. After a period of time 
the reaction force reaches a steady -  state and is eventually equal to zero when the billet 
has pulled completely out of the die.
Figure 5.16, shows the radial distribution of the axial stress, σζζ. From the plot we can 
infer that σζζ remains compressive along most of the radius of the billet and becomes tensile 
only very close to the die (outer surface). The aforementioned statement can be explained 
by taking into account that each cross -  section in the steady -  state residual stress region 
should transmit zero total axial force.
Figure 5.17, shows the distribution of hydrostatic stress component, σ ^ /3 normalized by 
the tensile yields stress σο at the central surface, when the billet is pulled and forced to enter 
the die. We can infer that σ ^  is tensile near the entrance of the reduction region, along the 
reduction region and in a small region after the exit of the die, whereas it is compressive in 
all other regions.
Case 2: The wire is pulled through two dies
In this case, the wire was pulled through two consecutive dies. The geometry and the finite 
element mesh of the billet along with the material properties are the same as the ones
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Fig. 5.15: Plot of the reaction force in z -  direction versus the applied displacement field in z -  
direction
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Fig. 5.16: Plot of the radial distribution of the axial residual stress σζ
outlined in the previous section. The reduction region of the 1st die was set equal to r 1 and 
the semi -  angle α 1, while on the 2nd die the reduction region was set equal to r2 and the
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Fig. 5.17: The distribution of σ^k stress along the central surface of the wire
semi -  angle a2 11.
In figure 5.18, we present the finite element mesh along with the two dies that were used 
in the Abaqus simulations. A 2D and a 3D configuration are shown on each figure. The 2D 
configuration is equivalent with the 3D one, due to the symmetry of the axisymetric wire. 
Thus, we discuss the results based on the 2D configuration. In all contour plots we focus on 
an area where one part of the billet is still inside the die.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20, show the contour plots of the Von Mises equivalent stress along 
the billet in the 1st and the 2nd die respectively. The maximum values of the Von Mises 
equivalent stress occur when the wire is still inside the two dies in this case as well. This 
is a reasonable result if we take into account that the die applies extremely high forces on 
the billet in order to deform the wire to its final desired radius. Moreover, regarding the 
contours showing the Von Mises stress we can conclude that the distribution inside the die 
is uniform as the process is in a steady -  state in this region as mentioned previously in the 
case of wire drawing with one die.
Now, we proceed with the contours showing the distribution of the pressure along the billet. 
From figures 5.21 and 5.22 we can conclude that the higher values of pressure occur inside *
n We used on the 1st die an initial radius Rq= 1.26mm, a final radius R}=1.181985mm and a semi -  
angle aQ =  4o, while on the 2nd die we used as initial radius the Rq = R2=1.181985mm, a final radius 
R2=1.1088mm an a semi -  angle a2 = 4.5o.
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Fig. 5.18: The finite element mesh used to discretize the model’s geometry (a) along with a detail 
illustrating the region consisting of zinc elements. The mesh consists of 2nd order hybrid axisym- 
metric elements from the Abaqus library [2]. The 3 dimensional equivalent problem is shown in (b) 
where part of the rigid die is removed for visualization purposes. Steel is coloured green whereas 
grey is used for the zinc coating. The died are coloured dark grey and is assumed to be rigid
S, Mises 
(Avg: 75%)
Fig. 5.19: The distribution of the Von Mises equivalent stress on the billet when the latter is still 
inside the first die
the die and more specifically next to the die (on the right region). The high compressive 
forces that the dies apply through the contact with the billet can explain the high values of 
pressure occuring inside the die.
Figure 5.23 shows the reaction force in z -  direction versus the displacement field applied on
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Fig. 5.20: The distribution of the Von Mises equivalent stress on the billet when the latter is still 
inside the first die
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Fig. 5.21: The pressure distribution on the billet when the latter is still inside the first die
the same direction. It is obvious that, in both two dies, the reaction force reaches a steady 
-  state value. In the same figure, 5.23 we can see a peak in the reaction force. This peak 
in the reaction force occurs when the billet is entering the 2nd die where it encounters very 
high forces from both dies. Finally, when the wire is pulled completely out of the die, then 
the reaction force drops again to zero.
Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the radial distribution of the axial stress in the case where 
the billet has entered the 1st and the 2nd die respectively. We can see that σζζ remains 
compressive along most of the radius of the billet and becomes tensile only near the region 
where is the die (outer surface). The aforementioned statement can be explained by taking 
into account that each cross -  section in the steady -  state residual stress region should 
transmit zero total axial force.
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Fig. 5.22: The pressure distribution on the billet when the latter is inside the second die
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Fig. 5.23: Plot of reaction force in z - direction versus the applied displacement field in z - direction
Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the distribution of hydrostatic stress, akk/3 normalized by the 
tensile yields stress σ0 at the central surface, when the billet is pulled from the 1 st and the 
2nd die respectively. From figure 5.26 we can see that σkk is tensile near the entrance to 
the reduction region and along the reduction region while the σ ^  component is everywhere 
else compressive. Now, during the pulling from the 2nd die the σ ^  component is tensile 
everywhere except from the area near the reduction region (or the entrance of the die) where 
σ ^  it is compressive.
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Fig. 5.24'· Plot of the radial distribution of the axial residual stress σζζ during the pass from the 1st 
die
r / R 0
Fig. 5.25: Plot of the radial distribution of the axial residual stress σζζ during the pass from the 
2nd die
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Fig. 5.26: The distribution of ak k stress at steady state while the wire is inside the 1 st die
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Fig. 5.27: The distribution of akk stress at steady -  state while the wire is inside the 2nd die
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Appendix A
Input File for the simulation of wire drawing with 2 
dies
SHEADING
DRAWING
*RESTART,WRITE,FREQ=100
*INCLUDE,INPUT=GEOM.inp
*MATERIAL,NAME=METAL
*ELASTIC
216000.. 0.295 
***
*** Input files for metal plasticty using Hollomon's curve
*INCLUDE,INPUT=metal_plasticity.inp
**
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=ALLE,MATERIAL=METAL
*MATERIAL,NAME=ZINC
*ELASTIC
107000.. 0.33 
***
*** Input files for zinc coating plasticity using Hollomon's curve
*INCLUDE,INPUT=zinc_plasticity.inp 
**
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=OVERLAP,MATERIAL=ZINC 
**
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***
*** Constructing the 2 rigid dies 
***
*SURFACE,TYPE=SEGMENTS,NAME=RIGID1,FILLET RADIUS=0.055
START ,1.26 ,-3.0500000
LINE ,1.26 ,0.0000000
LINE ,1.181985 ,0.4987090
LINE ,1.181985 ,0.9715030
LINE ,1.66 ,0.9715030
LINE ,1.66 ,-3.050000
LINE ,1.26 ,-3.050000
*RIGID BODY,ANALYTICAL SURFACE=RIGID1,REF NODE=100000
*ELSET,ELSET=CONTACT,GENERATE
27,1350,27
*SURFACE,NAME=OUT1,TYPE=ELEMENT
CONTACT
*CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=ONE 
OUT1,RIGID1
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=ONE 
***
***
***
*SURFACE,TYPE=SEGMENTS,NAME=RIGID2,FILLET RADIUS=0.055
START ,1.2 ,2.4715030
LINE ,1.181985 ,2.5715030
LINE ,1.1088 ,3.0393330
LINE ,1.1088 ,3.4828530
LINE ,1.1819850, 3.9828530
LINE , 1.66 , 3.9828530
LINE , 1.66 , 2.4715030
LINE , to , 2.4715030
*RIGID BODY,ANALYTICAL SURFACE=RIGID2,REF NODE=100001
*SURFACE,NAME=OUT2,TYPE=ELEMENT
CONTACT
*CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=TWO 
OUT2,RIGID2
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=TWO 
**
**FRICTION,TAUMAX=0.577
**0.1
**
**
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❖BOUNDARY
LEFT,1,1
100000,1,6
100001,1,6
**
❖EQUATION
2
T0P,2,1.,200000,2,-1.
**
*** Steps during simulation
❖STEP,INC=50,NLGE0M
*STATIC
0.01,0.05,,0.01
❖C0NTR0LS,PARAMETERS=FIELD,FIELD=DISPLACEMENT
5.D-3
^BOUNDARY
PULL,2,2,0.05
*END STEP
❖STEP,INC=10000,NLGE0M
*STATIC
0.005,3.95,,0.005
❖C0NTR0LS,PARAMETERS=FIELD,FIELD=DISPLACEMENT
5.D-3
^BOUNDARY
PULL,2,2,4.
**
*EL PRINT,ELSET=CONTACT,POSITION=CENTROIDAL,FREQUENCY=200 
PE 
**
**
*OUTPUT,FIELD,FREQUENCY=1,VARIABLE=PRESELECT
*ELEMENT OUTPUT
S,PE
*NODE OUTPUT 
U
*OUTPUT,HISTORY,FREQUENCY=1 
*NODE OUTPUT,NSET=PULL
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RF,U2
❖N0DE FILE,FREQUENCY=1,NSET=PULL 
RF
❖END STEP 
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖STEP,INC=10000,NLGE0M
❖STATIC
0.005,3.,,0.0005
❖C0NTR0LS,PARAMETERS=FIELD,FIELD=DISPLACEMENT
5.D-3
❖BOUNDARY
PULL,2,2,7.
❖❖
❖EL PRINT,ELSET=C0NTACT,P0SITI0N=CENTR0IDAL,FREQUENCY=200 
PE 
❖❖
❖❖
❖0UTPUT,FIELD,FREQUENCY=1,VARIABLE=PRESELECT
❖ELEMENT 0UTPUT
S,PE
❖N0DE 0UTPUT 
U
❖0UTPUT,HIST0RY,FREQUENCY=1 
❖N0DE 0UTPUT,NSET=PULL 
RF,U2
❖N0DE FILE,FREQUENCY=1,NSET=PULL 
RF
❖END STEP
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Input File for the simulation of wire drawing using 
UEL with linear pressure
SHEADING
DRAWING
*RESTART,WRITE,FREQ=100
*NODE
1.0. ,-3.05
51.1.225, -3.05
55.1.26, -3.05
5501.0, -0.05
5551.1.225, -0.05
5555.1.26, -0.05
*NGEN,NSET=BOTTOM1
1.51.1
*NGEN,NSET=BOTTOM2
51.55.1
*NGEN,NSET=TOP1
5501.5551.1 
*NGEN,NSET=TOP2
5551.5555.1 
*NFIL
BOTTOM1,TOP1,100,55
*NFIL
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BOTTOM2,TOP2,100,55
*NSET,NSET=TOP
TOP1,TOP2
*NSET,NSET=LEFT,GENERATE
1.5501.55
*NSET,NSET=RIGHT1,GENERATE
51.5551.55
*NSET,NSET=RIGHT2,GENERATE
55.5555.55 
*NSET,NSET=BOTTOM 
BOTTOM1,BOTTOM2 
**
**
*NODE
100000,0.,0.0
**
**
*NODE,NSET=PULL
200000,0.,0.
**
**
*USER ELEMENT, NODES=9, TYPE=U1, PROPERTIES=4, COORDINATES=3, VARIABLES=135, UNSYMM 
1, 2, 4 
5, 1, 2 
**
**
*ELEMENT, TYPE=U1 
1, 1,3,113,111, 2,58,112,56, 57 
**
*ELGEN,ELSET=ALLE
1,27,2,1,50,110,27
**
*UEL PROPERTY,ELSET=ALLE
216000.,0.295, 1., 5.
***
***ABAQUS ELEMENTS 
***
**ELEMENT, TYPE=CPE8, ELSET=ABAQUS1 
** 10001, 1,3,113,111, 2,58,112,56 
**ELGEN,ELSET=ABAQUS 
** 10001,27,2,1,50,110,27
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**SOLID SECTION, ELSET=ABAQUS, MATERIAL=ZERO 
**MATERIAL, NAME=ZERO 
**USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=1 
** 0.
**DEPVAR 
** 1 
**
*** For UVARM:
**USER OUTPUT VARIABLES 
** 20 
**
***ELSET,ELSET=OVERLAP,GENERATE 
** 26,1349,27 
** 27,1350,27
***UEL PROPERTY, ELSET=OVERLAP 
** 107000.,0.33, 1., 5.
***
*SURFACE,TYPE=SEGMENTS,NAME=RIGID,FILLET RADIUS=0.055
START ,1.26 ,1.4715030
LINE ,1.181985 ,0.9715030
LINE ,1.181985 ,0.4987090
LINE ,1.26 ,0.0000000
LINE ,1.26 ,-3.0500000
*RIGID BODY,ANALYTICAL SURFACE=RIGID,REF NODE=100000 
**
*SURFACE,NAME=OUT,TYPE=NODE
RIGHT2
**
*CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=ONE,TYPE=NODE TO SURFACE 
OUT,RIGID
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=ONE 
**
^BOUNDARY
LEFT,1,1
100000.1.3
200000,1,1
200000.3.3 
**
^EQUATION
2
TOP,2,1.,200000,2,-1.
**
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**
** Tolerance parameters 
❖PARAMETER 
RTOL=5.E-4 
UTOL=1.E-3 
MTOL=5.E-4 
BTOL=1.E-3 
**
**
*STEP,INC=1000,NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES 
*STATIC
0.001,0.05,,0.001
^CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=FIELD, FIELD=DISPLACEMENT 
<RTOL>, <UTOL>
^CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=FIELD, FIELD=ROTATION 
<MTOL>, <BTOL>
^BOUNDARY
PULL,2,2,0.05
**
*SOLVER CONTROLS, CONSTRAINT OPTIMIZATION 
**
*PRINT, SOLVE=YES 
**
*EL PRINT 
*NODE PRINT
U1, U2, UR1, RF1, RF2, RM1
*EL PRINT, ELSET=ABAQUS
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, UVARM4
*OUTPUT, FIELD,FREQUENCY=1, VARIABLE=ALL
*END STEP
**
**
*STEP,INC=100000,NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES 
*STATIC
0.001,1.,,0.001
^CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=FIELD, FIELD=DISPLACEMENT 
<RTOL>, <UTOL>
^CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=FIELD, FIELD=ROTATION 
<MTOL>, <BTOL>
^BOUNDARY
PULL,2,2,1.
**
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*SOLVER CONTROLS, CONSTRAINT OPTIMIZATION 
**
*PRINT, SOLVE=YES 
**
*EL PRINT 
*NODE PRINT
U1, U2, UR1, RF1, RF2, RM1 
*EL PRINT, ELSET=ABAQUS 
UVARM1, UVARM2, UVARM3, UVARM4 
*OUTPUT, FIELD,FREQUENCY=1, VARIABLE=AL
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Appendix C
UEL subroutine for a mixed 9 node Lagrangian Element
SUBROUTINE UEL (RHS, AMATRX, SVARS, ENERGY, NDOFEL, NRHS, NSVARS, PROPS, 
+NPROPS, COORDSS, MCRD, NNODE, U, DU, V, ACC, JTYPE,TIMEE, DTIME, KSTEP, KINC, 
+JELEM, PARAMS, NDLOAD, JDLTYP, ADLMAG, PREDEF, NPREDF, LFLAGS, MLVARX, 
+DDLMAG, MDLOAD, PNEWDT, JPROPS, NJPROP, PERIOD)
C
INCLUDE ’ABAPARAM. INC ’
CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME 
C
DIMENSION RHS (MLVARX, NRHS) ,AMATRX(NDOFEL, NDOFEL) , PROPS(NPROPS) ,
+ SVARS(NSVARs ) ,ENERGY(8) ,COORDSS(MCRD,NNODE) ,U(NDOFEL) ,
+  DU(MLVARX,NRHS) ,V(NDOFEL) ,ACC(NDOFEl ) ,TIMEe (2) ,PARAMs (3) ,
+ JDLTYP (MDLOAD, NRHS) , ADLMAG (MDLOAD, NRHS) ,DDLMAG (MDLOAD, NRHS) ,
+  PREDEF (2 , NPREDF, NNODE) , LFLAGS (5) , JPROPS (NJPROP)
C
! Note th a t  for th is  elem ent we have :
! NNODE=9, NDOF=3, NGAUS=3
C NDOFEL=NNODE*NDOF=4* 3+5* 2=22
C NSVARS=NGAUS*NGAUS* 13=3* 3 * 15=99
C
C NPROPS=4
C PROPS = (E, ANU, SIG0 , EXPO)
C
C IAUX= (NPT-1) *NSVARS /  (NGAUS*NGAUS) = (N PT-1) * 15
C SVARS (IAUX+1) =DFGRD1(1,1)
C SVARS (IAUX+ 2) = DFGRD1 ( 1 ,2 )
C SVARS (IAUX+ 3) = DFGRD1 (2 ,1 )
C SVARs(IAUX+4) = DFGRD1(2,2 )
C SVARS (IAUX+ 5) = SDEV_11
C SVARS (IAUX+ 6) = SDEV_22
C SVARS (IAUX+ 7) = SDEV_33
C SVARS (IAUX+ 8) = SDEV_12
C SVARs(IAUX+9) = STATEV(1) ------EBAR
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33 C
34 C
35 C
36 C
37 C
38 C
39 C
40 C
41 C
42
43
44
45
46
47
48 C
49
50
51
52
53
54 C
55 C
56 C
57
58
59
60 C
61 C
62
63
64 C
65 C
66
67
68 C
69
70 C
71 C
72
73
74 C
SVARS(IAUX+10) = 
SVARS (IAUX+11) = 
SVARS(lAUX+12> 
sv a rs(iaux+13)= 
sv a rs(iaux+14)=
STATEV(2)
PRESS
STRESS_11
STRESS_22
STRESS_33
YFLAG
SVARS(IAUX+15)= STRESS_12
If we have more than  2 DOF for nodes,
Abaqus assumes th a t  i t  is a 3D a n a ly s is  and setS  MMCRD = 3.
Then we in tro d u ced  MCRD=2 and define  COORDS based on 2D c o o rd in a te  system .
We used TIMEE in s te a d  of TIME. Since sometimes TIME is re se rv ed  by F o rtran
DIMENSION POSGP(3) ,WEIGP(3) ,SNINE(9) ,DNINE(2 ,9) ,SFOUR(4) ,
+  DFOUR( 2 ,4 ) ,ANUMATX( 2 ,22) ,BDEV(4,22) ,BDEVTRAN(2 2 ,4 ) ,
+ FBAR(2 ,2 ) ,XJACM(2 ,2) ,XJACM0(2 ,2) ,CARTD9(2 ,9) ,CARTD90(2,9) ,
+  CARTD90T(9 ,2) ,COORDS0(2,9) ,COORDS(2,9) ,RHSS(22)
DIMENSION ANPMATX(22) ,Bv (22) ,DUU(22)
*** Dimensions for KUMAT
*** 2 - problem s w ith NDI=3, NSHR= 1, NTENS=4, NSTATV=2, NPROPSU=4 
DIMENSION SDEV (4) , STRESS (4) , STATEV (2) ,SEL(4) ,
+  DDSDDE(4 ,4) ,PROPSU(4) ,COORDSU(2) ,
+  DROT( 3 ,3 ) ,DFGRD0(3 , 3) ,DFGRD1 (3 ,3 )
*** THE FIRST INDEX IN THE DIMENSION OF ZXEN SHOULD BE >=
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF USER ELEMENTS 
DIMENSION ZXEN(2000 ,9 ,20)
COMMON/KNICK/ZXEN
IWR = 0 
IF (JELEM 1 ) IWR = 00
IOUT = 7 ! IOUT=7 WRITES ON THE . msg FILE
*** FOR NEW FILES (in  A baqu s/S tan d ard ) USE 14<IOUT<19 OR IOUT>100 
SEE ABAQUS 6.13 USER’S GUIDE SECTION 3 .7 .1
76 I_APPLY_FORCE = 0
77 C*** BOOLEAN VARIABLE TO AUTOMATICALLY CHANGE THE RHS AND AMATRX SIGNS
78 C IN THE CASE WHERE WE APPLY CONCENTRATED FORCES ON THIS ELEMENT
80 C
81
82
83 C
84 C*** PLANE-STRAIN AND AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEMS
85 NDI = 3
86 NSHR = 1
87 NTENS = NDI + NSHR
88 C*** STATEV( I ): EPBAR, YFLAG
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90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
113
NSTATV = 2
C*** PROPS(I): E, ANU, SIG0, EXPO 
NPROPSU = NPROPS
C*** ABAQUS passes in MCRD=3 because of the dofs used in the elem ent 
MMCRD = 2 
C 
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *)
w r it e (io u t , *)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’ UEL STARTS --------------------------------------------------------------
w r it e (io u t , *) 
w r it e (io u t , *) ’
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’STEP TIME, DTIME, TOTAL TIME’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) TTMEE (l)  ,DTIME,TIMEE(2)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’JETEM. KINC, KSTEP ’
WRTTE(lOUT,1002) JET EM, KINC, KSTEP 
WRTTE(lOUT, *) ’NDI, NSHR, NTENS ’
WRTTE(lOUT,1002) NDI,NSHR,NTENS
WRTTE(lOUT, *) ’MLVARX, NRHS, NNODE, NDOFEL, NSVARS, MCRD,NPROPS ’ 
WRTTE(lOUT, 1002) MLVARX,NRHS,NNODE,NDOFEL,NSVARS,MCRD,NPROPS 
WRTTE(lOUT, *) ’ MMCRD’
WRTTE(lOUT,1002) MMCRD 
WRTTE(lOUT, *) ”U”
DO INODE=1,4
IAUX = (INODE-1) *3
WRTTE(IOUT, 1001) (U( J ) , J=IAUX+1 ,IAUX+3)
END DO 
DO INODE=5,9
IAUX = (INODE-5) *2
WRTTE(IOUT, 1001) (U( J ) , J=IAUX+1 ,IAUX+2)
END DO
WRTTE(IOUT, *) ’DU’
DO INODE=1,4
IAUX = (INODE-1) *3
WRTTE(IOUT, 1001) (DU( J , 1) , J=IAUX+1 ,IAUX+3)
END DO 
DO INODE=5,9
IAUX = (INODE-5) *2
WRTTE(IOUT, 1001) (DU( J , 1) , J=IAUX+1 ,IAUX+2)
END DO 
END IF 
C
C*** Copy m a te r ia l p ro p e r t ie s  to  be used in UMAT (E, ANU, SIG0, EXPO) 
PROPSU = PROPS ! PROPSU ( I ) = PROPS ( I )
C
NGAUS=3
POSGP = [ -DSQRT(0 .6 D0) , DSQRT(0.0D0) , DSQRT(0 .6 D0)]
WETGP = [ 5.D0/9.D 0 , 8.D 0/9.D 0, 5.D0/9.D 0 ]
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRTTE(IOUT, *) ’PROPS: E, ANU, SIG0, EXPO’
WRTTE(lOUT,1001) (p r o p s ( i ) ,I  = 1,NPROPS)
WRTTe (iOUT, *) ’PROPSU ’
WRTTe (iOUT,1001) (PROPSU(I) , I = 1,NPROPSU)
WRTTe (iOUT, *) ’POSGP ’
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145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160 
161 
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180 
181 
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (POSGP( I ) , I = 1,NGAUS)
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’WEIGP ’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) (WEIGP(I) ,I  = 1,NGAUS)
END IF 
C
E = PROPS (1)
ANU = PROPS (2)
SIG0 = PROPS (3)
EXPO = PROPS (4)
E0 = SIG0/E
C*** NODAL COORDINATES IN THE UNDEFORMED (COORDS0) AND 
C*** DEFORMED END_OFJNCREMENT CONFIGURATION (COORDS)
COORDS0 (1 :MMCRD, 1: NNODE) = COORDSS (1 :MMCRD, 1: NNODE) 
DO INODE=1,4
I = (INODE-1) *3 + 1
COORDS(1 , INODE) = COORDS0( 1 ,INODE) + U ( I )
coords(2 ,in o d e ) = coords0(2 ,in o d e ) + u ( i +1)
END DO 
DO INODE=5,9
I = 13 + (INODE—5) *2
COORDS(1 , INODE) = COORDS0( 1 ,INODE) + U ( I )
COORDs (2 ,INODE) = COORDS0(2 ,INODE) + u ( i +1)
END DO
IF (IWR.NE.0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ COORDS’ 
w r it e (io u t ,1001) ( (coords( j , I ) , J = 1 ,2 ) , I = 1,9) 
END IF 
C 
C
RHSS = 0.D0 ! RHSS(I) = 0.
RHS = 0.D0 ! RHS( I ) = 0.
AMATRX = 0.D0 ! AMATRX(I,J) = 0.
C
C
C ----- I n i t i a l i z e  the s ta te  v a r ia b le s  at the beginning
IF (KSTEP <= 1 .AND. KINC <= 1) THEN 
SVARS = 0.D0 ! SVARS( I ) =0
NPT = 0
DO IGAUS=1,NGAUS 
DO JGAUS=1,NGAUS 
NPT = NPT + 1
IAUX = (NPT— 1) *NSVARS /  (NGAUS*NGAUS)
SVARS(IAUX+1) = 1.D0 ! DFGRD0(1,1)
SVARS(lAUX+4) = 1.D0 ! DFGRD0(2 ,2 )
END DO 
END DO 
END IF 
C 
C
C*** do loop over GAUSS po in t s  
IWR0 = IWR 
NPT = 0
do IGAUS=1,NGAUS 
do JGAUS=1,NGAUS 
C
NPT = NPT + 1
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C IWR = 0
C IF (IWR0. NE. 0 . AND. NPT.EQ. 9) IWR = 01
C
XI = POSGP(JGAUS)
ETA = POSGP(IGAUS)
C
C*** CALCULATE SHAPE FUNCTIONS
CALL KSHAPE4(X I, ETA, SFOUR, DFOUR)
CALL KSHAPE9(XI,ETA, SNINE, DNINe )
C
C*** CALCULATE NU-MATRIX AND NP-MATRIX
CALL KNUMATRIX(ANUMATX,SNINE) ! C a lc u la te s  the Nu m atrix  
CALL KNPMATRIX(ANPMATX,SFOUR) ! C a lc u la te s  the Np m atrix  
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *)
w r it e (io u t , *) 
w r it e (io u t , *)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’LOOP OVER GAUSS POINTS STARTS’ 
w r it e (io u t , *) ’NPT ’
WRITE(lOUT,1002) NPT 
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’XI, ETA ’
WRITe (iOUT, 1001) X I, ETA 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ Sum (SNINE) ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) SUM(SNINE)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’Sum(DNINE(1 , : ) )  ’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) SUM(DNINE(1 ,:) )
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’Sum(DNINE (2 , : ) )  ’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) SUM(DNINE(2 ,:) )
WRITE(lOUT, *) ’SNINE ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) SNINE 
WRITE (lOUT, *) ’ DNINE ’
DO I = 1,MMCRD
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (DNINE ( I , J ) , J = 1,NNODE)
ENDDO
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ANUMATX ’
DO I = 1,MMCRD
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (ANUMATX( I , J ) , J = 1,12)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *)
DO I = 1,MMCRD
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (ANUMATX(I , J) ,J  = 13,22)
ENDDO
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ANPMATX ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) (ANPMATX(I) , I =  1,12)
w r it e (io u t , *)
WRITe (iOUT,1001) (ANPMATX(I) , I =  13,22)
w r it e (io u t , *)
END IF 
C
C*** CALCULATE JACOBIAN MATRIX (XJACM) AND ITS DETERMINANT (DJACB) 
CALL KJACOB2D(XJACM, DJACB, DNINE,COORDS,NNODE,
+ JELEM, NPT, IOUT)
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ DJACB ’
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WRITE(IOUT, 1001) DJACB 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’XJACM ’
DO I =1,2
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (XJACM(I , J ) , J = 1,2)
ENDDO 
END IF
CALCULATE CARTESIAN DERIVATIVES OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
CALL KCARTD(CARTD9,XJACM,DNINE,NNODE)
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’CARTD9( 1 ,:) ’
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) CARTD9(1 ,:)
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’CARTD9( 2 ,:) ’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) CARTD9(2 ,:)
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’Sum(CARTD9(1 , : ) )  ’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) SUM(CARTD9(1 , :) )
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’Sum(CARTD9(2 , : ) )  ’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) SUM(CARTD9(2 , :) )
END IF
CALCULATE BDEV-MATRIX AND BV-MATRIX
CALL KBMATRIX(BDEV, BV, DJACB, SNINE, DNINE, COORDS, NNODE, JELEM,
+ NPT,IOUT)
IF (IWR.NE.0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ [BDEV] ’
DO I = 1 ,NTENS
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (BDEV( I , J ) , J = 1,NDOFEL)
END DO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ [BV] ’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) (BV(I) ,I  = 1,NDOFEL)
END IF
READ DFRGR0, STRESSES, AND STATE VARIABLES AT THE START OF THE INCREMENT 
IAUX= (NPT-1) *NSVARS /  (NGAUS*NGAUS)
DFGRD0 = 0.D0 ! DFGRD0(I , J ) = 0.
DFGRD0 (1 ,1 ) = SVARS(IAUX+1)
DFGRD0 ( 1 ,2 ) = SVARS (IAUX+ 2)
DFGRD0 ( 2 , 1 ) = SVARS(lAUX+3)
DFGRD0 ( 2 ,2 ) = SVARS(lAUX+4)
DFGRD0 ( 3 ,3 ) = 1.D0 
DO I=1 ,NTENS ! NTENS=4 
SDEV(I) = SVARS(IAUX+4+I)
ENDDO
STATEV (1) = SVARS (IAUX+ 9) ! EBAR
STATEV(2) = SVARS(lAUX+10) ! YFLAG
PRESSN = SVARS (IAUX+11)
DO I=1 ,NTENS ! NTENS=4
STRESS( I ) = SVARS(IAUX+11+I)
ENDDO
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ STATEV ’
WRITE(lOUT, 1001) STATEV(1) ,STATEV(2)
WRITE(lOUT, *) ’ PRESSN’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) PRESSN
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END IF 
C
C*** CALCULATE DFGRD1 AT THE END OF THE INCREMENT
!----- F ir s t  c a lc u la te  C a rte s ian  d e r iv a tiv e  of the shape fu n c tio n  in the
! undeformed c o n fig u ra tio n  , CARTD90, then o b ta in  deform ation  g rad ien t , FBAR
CALL KJACOB2D (XJACM0, DJACB0, DNINE, COORDS0, NNODE,
+ JELEM, NPT, IOUT)
CALL KCARTD(CARTD90,XJACM0,DNINE,NNODE)
C
CARTD90T = Transpose (CARTD90)
FBAR = MATMUL(COORDS,CARTD90T)
DFGRD1 = 0.D0 ! DFGRD1 ( I , J ) = 0.
DFGRD1 (1:2  ,1 :2 ) = FBAR( 1:2 ,1 :2 )
DFGRD1 (3 ,3 ) = 1.D0 
CALL KDET3X3 (DFGRD1, DET1)
IF (IWR.NE.0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ DFGRD1 ’
DO I =1,3
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (DFGRD1(I , J) , J = 1,3)
END DO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ DET ’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) DET1 
END IF 
C 
C
C*** CALCULATE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE GAUSS POINT (COORDSU)
COORDSU = MATMUL(COORDS0,SNINE)
C
C*** FIND PRESS, DPRESS, DIVDU 
C
DUU( 1 :NDOFEL) = DU( 1 :NDOFEL, 1)
C
DPRESS = DOTPRODUCT (ANPMATX, DUU)
PRESS = PRESSN + DPRESS 
DIVDU = DOTPRODUCT (BV, DUU)
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ PRESSN, DPRESS, PRESS’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) PRESSN, DPRESS, PRESS 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ DIVDU’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) DIVDU 
END IF 
C
C*** CALL ’UMAT’ FOR MATERIAL CALCULATIONS 
SIGY = 0.D0 
NOEL = JELEM
CALL KUMAT(SDEV, STATEV,DDSDDE, TIMEE, DTIME,CMNAME,
+ NDI, NSHR, NTENS, NSTATV, PROPSU, NPROPS, COORDSU, DROT, PNEWDT,
+ DFGRD0, DFGRD1, NOEL, NPT, KSTEP, KINC, IOUT, IWR, SIGY, DEKK)
IF (PNEWDT < 1.D0) RETURN 
C 
C
C*** CALCULATE RESIDUAL, RHS 
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’SDEV’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (SDEV(I) ,I  = 1,NTENS)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’ STATEv (1) , STATEV(2) ’
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WRITE(IOUT, 1001) STATEV (1) , STATEV (2)
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ DDSDDE ’
DO I = 1 ,NTENS
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (DDSDDE( I , J ) , J = 1,NTENS)
END DO 
END IF 
C
BDEVTRAN = Transpose (BDEV)
C
!----------------------------------- CALCULATE RESIDUAL VECTOR RHS
DVOLU = DJACB * WEIGP(IGAUS) * WEIGP(JGAUS)
C
CALL KRHSS(RHSS, SDEV,BDEVTRAN, BV, DVOLU, DPRESS,
+ PRESS, ANPMATX, E , ANU, DEKK, I_APPLY_FORCE)
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’value of RHSS up to  th is  NPT ’ 
WRITE(IOUT,1001) RHSS 
END IF
C
C
—
C
CALCULATE JACOBIAN MATRIX, AMATRX
CALL KAMATRIX(AMATRX, DDSDDE, BDEV,BDEVTRAN, BV,ANPMATX, DVOLU, 
+ E , ANU, NDOFEL, I_APPLY_FORCE)
C
STRESS (1: NTENS) = SDEV (1: NTENS) 
STRESS (1: NDI) = SDEV (1: NDI) + PRESS
C
C*** UPDATE STATE VARIABLES
IAUX = (N PT-1) *NSVARS /  (NGAUS*NGAUS) 
SVARS (IAUX+1) = DFGRD1 (1 ,1 )
SVARS (IAUX+ 2) = DFGRD1 ( 1 ,2 )
SVARS (IAUX+ 3) = DFGRD1 ( 2 , 1 )
SVARS (lAUX+4) = DFGRD1 (2 ,2 )
C
SVARS (IAUX+ 5) = SDEV (1)
SVARS (IAUX+ 6) = SDEv (2)
SVARS (IAUX+ 7) = SDEv (3)
SVARS (IAUX+ 8) = SDEV (4)
C
SVARS (IAUX+ 9) = STATEV (1)
SVARS (IAUX+10) = STATEV (2) 
SVARs (iAUX+11) = PRESS 
C
SVARS (IAUX+12) 
SVARS (IAUX+13) 
SVARS (IAUX+14) 
SVARS (IAUX+15)
STRESS (1) 
STRESS (2) 
STRESS (3) 
STRESS (4)
C
C
C
C
C
C STORE VARIABLES FOR CONTOUR PLOTTING
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C IN ABAQUS INPUT FILE INCLUDE FOR THE ABAQUS ZERO STIFFNESS ELEMENT 
C WITH UMAT:
C *USER OUTPUT VARIABLES 
C 20
C WHERE 20 I S THE MAX NUMBER OF VARIABLES THAT CAN BE STORED 
C (INCREASE IF NEEDED)
C SEE ALSO USER SUBROUTINE UVARM AT THE END OF THIS FILE 
C
CALL KINVAR(STRESS, PRESS,Q,NDI,NSHR,NTENS)
ZXEN (JELEM, NPT, 1: NTENS) = STRESS (1: NTENS)
ZXEn (jELEM,NPT, 5 :8) = SDEV(1 :NTENS)
ZXEn (jELEM,NPT,9) = PRESS 
ZXEN (JELEM, NPT, 10)=Q  
ZXEn (jELEM,NPT, 1 1 ) =  STATEV (1)
ZXEn (jELEM,NPT,12) = STATEv (2)
ZXEn (jELEM,NPT,13) = SIGY 
C 
C
ENDDO
ENDDO
C*** END OF LOOP OVER GAUSS POINTS
C
C
C
C
C
IWR = IWR0
RHS (1: NDOFEL, 1) = RHSS (1 :NDOFEL)
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *)
w r it e (io u t , *) 
w r it e (io u t , *)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’LOOP OVER GAUSS POINTS FINISHED’
WRITE(lOUT, *) ’RHS ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) RHS
w r it e (io u t , *)
WRITe (iOUT, *) ’AMATRX( 1 :8 , : )  ’
DO I=1,8
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (AMATRX( I , J ) , J = 1,NDOFEL)
END DO 
END IF 
C 
C
1001 FORMAT( 1P8E13.5)
1002 FORMAt (10I5)
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KSHAPE4 (X I, ETA, SFOUR,DFOUR)
C
C*** CALCULATES SHAPE FCNS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR 4-NODE 2D ELEMENTS 
C
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION SFOUR (4) , DFOUR (2 ,4 )
C
SFOUR( 1) = 0.25D 0* (1.D0 -  XI) * (1.D0 -  ETA) 
SFOUR(2) = 0.25D 0* (1.D0 + X I) * (1.D0 -  ETA) 
SFOUR(3) = 0.25D 0* (1.D0 + X I) * (1.D0 + ETA) 
SFOUR(4) = 0.25D 0* (1.D0 -  X I) * (1.D0 + ETA) 
C
C*** SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
C
DFOUR( 1,1)
dfour( 1 ,2 ) 
dfour( 1 ,3 ) 
dfour( 1 ,4 )
C
-0.25D0* (1.D0 -  ETA) 
0.25D0* (1.D0 -  ETA) 
0.25D0* (1.D0 + ETA) 
-0.25D0* (1.D0 + ETA)
DFOUR( 2 ,1 )
dfour( 2 ,2 ) 
dfour( 2 ,3 ) 
dfour( 2 ,4 )
C
-0.25D0* (1.D0 -  XI) 
-0.25D0* (1.D0 + XI) 
0.25D0* (1.D0 + XI) 
0.25D0* (1.D0 -  XI)
END
C
C***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE KSHAPE9 (X I, ETA, SNINE, DNINE)
C
C*** CALCULATES SHAPE FCNS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR 9-NODE 2D ELEMENTS 
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION SNINE (9) , DNINE (2 ,9 )
C
XI2 = XI * XI 
ETA2 = ETA*ETA
SNINE(1) = 0.25D0*(XI2 -  XI) * (ETA2 -  ETA) 
SNINE(2) = 0.25D0*(x I2 + Xi ) * (ETA2 -  ETA) 
SNINE(3) = 0.25D0*(x i2  + Xi) * (ETA2 + ETA) 
SNINE(4) = 0.25D0*(x i2  -  Xi) * (ETA2 + ETA) 
SNINE(5) = 0.50D 0* (1.D0 -  XI2 ) * (ETA2 -  ETA) 
SNINE(6) = 0.50D0*(XI2 + XI) * (1.D0 -  ETA2) 
SNINE(7) = 0.50D 0*(1.D0 -  X I2)* (ETA2 + ETA) 
SNINE(8) = 0.50D0*(XI2 -  XI) * (1.D0 -  ETA2) 
SNINE (9) = (1.D0 -  XI2 ) * (1.D0 -  ETA2)
C
C***** SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES 
C
DNINE (1 ,1)
d n in e (1 ,2 ) 
d n in e (1 ,3 ) 
d n in e (1 ,4 ) 
d n in e (1 ,5 )
DNINe (1 ,6)
d n in e (1 ,7 )
DNINe (1 ,8)
d n in e (1 ,9 )
C
0.25D0* (2.D0*XI -  1.D0) * (ETA2 -  ETA) 
0.25D0* (2.D0*XI + 1.D0) * (ETA2 -  ETA) 
0.25D0* (2.D0*XI + 1.D0) * (ETA2 + ETA) 
0.25D0* (2.D0*XI -  1.D0) * (ETA2 + ETA) 
-X I * (ETA2-ETA)
0.50D0* (2.D0*XI + 1.D0) * (1.D0 -  ETA2) 
-X I * (ETA2 + ETA)
0.50D0* (2.D0*XI -  1.D0) * (1.D0 -  ETA2) 
-2.D0*XI * (1.D0 -  ETA2)
DNINE(2 ,1 ) = 0.25D0*(XI2 -  XI) * (2.D0*ETA -  1.D0)
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DNINE (2,2)  
DNINE (2,3)  
DNINE ( 2 ,4 ) 
DNINE ( 2 ,5 ) 
DNINE ( 2 ,6 ) 
DNINE ( 2 ,7 ) 
DNINE ( 2 ,8 ) 
DNINE ( 2 ,9 ) 
C
END
0.25D0*(XI2 + XI) * (2.D0*ETA -  1.D0) 
0.25D0*(x I2 + X I) * (2.D0*ETA + 1 .D0 ) 
0.25D0*(XI2 -  X I) * (2.D0*ETA+ 1 .D0 ) 
0.50D0 * (1.D0 -  XI2 ) * (2.D0*ETA -  1.D0) 
-(XI2 + XI) *ETA
0.50D0 * (1.D0 -  XI2 ) * (2.D0*ETA + 1.D0) 
-(XI2 -  XI) *ETA 
- (1.D0 -  XI2 ) * 2. D0*ETA
C
C***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE KINV2X2 (A, AINV)
C
C*** INVERTS 2X2 MATRIX 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
DIMENSION A ( 2 ,2) , AINV(2,2)
C
DET = A(1 , 1) * A ( 2 ,2) -  A(1,2)  *A(2,1)
ANORM = DSQRT( A(1,1)  *A(1,1)  + A ( 1 , 2 )  *A(1,2)
+ + A( 2,1)  *A(2 ,1) + A ( 2 ,2) *A(2,2)  )
TOL = ANORM* 1.D-8 
IF (DET <= TOL) THEN
WRITE( * ,*) ’TRYING TO INVERT SINGULAR 2X2 MATRIX’
WRITE( * , *) ’PROGRAM STOPS. ’
CALL XIT 
END IF
AINV(1 ,1) = A( 2,2)  /DET 
AINV ( 2 ,2 ) = A(1 ,1)/DET 
AINV ( 1 ,2 ) = - a ( 1 ,2 ) /DET 
AINV( 2 , 1 ) = - a ( 2 , 1 ) /DET 
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KINV3X3 (A, AINV)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
DIMENSION A ( 3 ,3) , AINV(3,3)
C
DET = A( 1 , 1) * (A( 2 ,2) *A(3,3)  -  A(3,2)  *A(2,3) )
+ -  a ( 1 , 2 ) * (a ( 2 , 1 ) *a (3,3)  -  a ( 3 , 1 ) *a ( 2 , 3 ))
+ + a ( 1 , 3 ) * (a ( 2 , 1 ) *a (3 , 2 ) -  a ( 3 , 1 ) *a ( 2 , 2 ))
ANORM = DSQRT( a (1,1)  *a (1,1)  + a (1,2)  *a (1,2)  + A ( 1 , 3 )  *A(1,3)
+ + a ( 2,1)  *a ( 2 ,1) + a ( 2,2)  * a ( 2,2)  + a (2,3)  *a (2,3)
+ + a ( 3,1)  *a ( 3 ,1) + a ( 3,2)  * a ( 3,2)  + a (3,3)  *a (3,3)  )
TOL = ANORM* 1.D-8 
C
IF (DET <= TOL) THEN ! Mohsen
WRITE( * ,*) ’TRYING TO INVERT SINGULAR 3X3 MATRIX’
WRITE( * , *) ’PROGRAM STOPS. ’
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CALL XIT 
END IF
C
AINV (1 ,1) = 
AINV (1 ,2) =
a in v (1 ,3 ) =
AINV ( 2 , 1 ) = 
AINV ( 2 ,2 ) = 
AINV ( 2 ,3 ) = 
AINV ( 3 , 1 ) = 
AINV ( 3 ,2 ) = 
AINV ( 3 ,3 ) = 
C
(A(2 ,2) *A(3,3)  -  
—(A(1 , 2 ) *A(3,3)  -  
(A( 1 , 2 ) *A(2,3)  —
— (A(2,1)*A(3,3)  — 
(A( 1 , 1 ) *A(3,3)  —
— (A(1,1) *A(2 ,3) — 
(A( 2 , 1 ) *A(3,2)  —
— (A(1,1)*A(3,2)  — 
(A( 1 , 1 ) *A(2,2)  —
A ( 2 ,3) *A(3 ,2)) /DET 
A ( 3 ,2 ) *A(1 ,3)) /DET 
A ( 2 ,2 ) *A(1 ,3)) /DET 
A ( 3 , 1 ) *a (2 ,3)) /DET 
A ( 3 , 1 ) *A(1 ,3)) /DET 
A ( 2 , 1 ) *A(1 ,3)) /DET 
A ( 3 , 1 ) *a (2 ,2)) /DET 
A ( 3 , 1 ) *A(1 ,2)) /DET 
A ( 2 , 1 ) *A(1 ,2)) /DET
END
C
C***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE KJACOB2D (XJACM, DJACB, DSHAPE, COORDS, NNODE,
+ IELEM, KGAUS, IOUT)
C
C*** 2D ELEMENT (MMCRD=2) WITH NNODE NODES, EVALUATES:
C*** JACOBIAN MATRIX (XJACM) AND ITS DETERMINANT (DJACB)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
C
DIMENSION XJACM(2 ,2 )  ,DSHAPE(2 ,NNODE) ,COORDS( 2 ,NNODE) ,
+ COORDST (NNODE, 2)
C
C*** CALCULATE JACOBIAN MATRIX (XJACM)
C
C* ** 
C
COORDST = Transpose (COORDS)
XJACM = MATMUL( DSHAPE, COORDST)
CALCULATE DETERMINANT OF 2X2 JACOBIAN MATRIX (DJACB) 
DJACB = XJACM( 1 ,1) *XJACM(2,2) — XJACM( 1,2) *XJACM(2,1)
IF (DJACB <= 0.D0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’NON-POSITIVE JACOBIAN IN ELEMENT 
WRITE(lOUT, *) ’GAUSS POINT ’ ,KGAUS 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’NODE ’ , NNODE
WRITE (lOUT, *) ’PROGRAM STOPS. ’
CALL XIT 
END IF
. IELEM
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KCARTD(CARTD,XJACM, DSHAPE,MNODE)
C
C*** 2D ELEMENT (MMCRD=2) WITH NNODE NODES, EVALUATES:
C*** DERIVATIVES OF SHAPE FCNS WRT X AND Y (CARTD)
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
C
DIMENSION CARTD(2 ,MNODE) ,XJACM(2 ,2) ,DSHAPE(2 ,MNODE) ,
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+ XJACI(2,2)
C
C*** CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF 2X2 JACOBIAN MATRIX (XJACI) 
CALL KINV2X2 (XJACM, XJACI)
C
C*** CALCULATE CARTESIAN DERIVATIVES OF SHAPE FCNS (CARTD) 
CARTD = MATMUL( XJACI, DSHAPE)
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KNUMAIRIX(ANUMAIX, SNINE)
C
C*** CALCULATES MATRIX N_u 
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
C
DIMENSION ANUMATX( 2,22),  SNINE (9)
C
ANUMATX = 0.D0 ! ANUMATX(I , J ) = 0.
C
DO INODE=1,4 
DO IDOF=1,2
I = (INODE-1) *3 + IDOF 
ANUMATX(IDOF, I) = SNINE(INODE)
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
DO INODE=5,9 
DO IDOF=1,2
I = 12 + (INODE—5) *2 + IDOF 
ANUMATX(IDOF, I) = SNINE(INODE)
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KNPMATRIX (ANPMATX, SFOUR)
C
C*** CALCULATES MATRIX N_p 
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
C
DIMENSION ANPMATX(22) ,SFOUR(4)
C
ANPMATX = 0.D0 ! ANPMATX(I , J ) = 0.
C
DO INODE=1,4 
I = INODE*3
ANPMATX( I ) = SFOUR(INODE)
ENDDO
C
EN D
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C
SUBROUTINE KBMATRIX (BDEV, BV, DJACB, SNINE, DSHAPE, COORDS, NNODE,
+ IELEM, KGAUS, IOUT)
C
C*** CALCULATES MATRIX B 
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
C
DIMENSION BDEV(4,22) ,BV(22) ,CARTD9(2 ,9 ) ,XJACM(2,2)
DIMENSION SNINE(NNODE) ,DSHAPE(2 ,NNODE) ,COORDS(2 ,NNODE)
C
CALL KJACOB2D(XJACM, DJACB, DSHAPE,COORDS,NNODE, IELEM,KGAUS, IOUT)
CALL KCARTD(CARTD9,XJACM, DSHAPE,NNODE)
C
BDEV = 0.D0 ! BDEV(I , J ) = 0.
BV = 0.D0 ! BV(I , j ) = 0 .
C
DO INODE=1,4
I = (INODE-1) *3 + 1
BDEV(1,I) = (2.D0/3.D0)  *CARTD9( 1 ,INODE)
BDEV(1,I+1) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9(2 ,INODe )
BDEV(2 , I ) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
BDEV(2,I+1) = (2.D0/3.D0) *CARTD9( 2 ,INODe )
BDEV(3 , I ) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
BDEV(3,I+1) = -  (1.D0/3.D0) *CARTD9( 2 ,INODe )
BDEV( 4 , I ) = CARTD9(2 ,INODE)
BDEV(4 , I+1) = CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
ENDDO
C
DO INODE=5,9
I = 13 + (INODE-5) *2
BDEV(1 , I ) = (2.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9( 1 ,INODE)
BDEV(1,I+1) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9(2 ,INODe )
BDEV(2 , I ) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
BDEV(2,I+1) = (2.D0/3.D0) *CARTD9( 2 ,INODe )
BDEV(3 , I ) = - (1.D0/3.D0)*CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
BDEV(3,I+1) = -  (1.D0/3.D0) *CARTD9( 2 ,INODe )
BDEV( 4 , I ) = CARTD9(2 ,INODE)
BDEV(4 , I+1) = CARTD9( 1 ,INODe )
ENDDO
C
DO INODE=1,4
I = (INODE-1) *3 + 1
BV( I ) = CARTD9(1 ,INODE)
Bv ( I + 1) = CARTD9(2 ,INODe )
ENDDO
C
DO INODE=5,9
I = 13 + (INODE-5) *2 
BV( I ) = CARTD9(1 ,INODE)
BV( I + 1) = CARTD9(2 ,INODe )
ENDDO
C
E N D
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C
C
SUBROUTINE KDET3X3 (A, DET)
C
C
C
C 
C 
C
SUBROUTINE KRHSS (RHSS, SDEV, BDEVTRAN, BV, DVOLU, DPRESS, 
+ PRESS, ANPMATX, E , ANU, DEKK, I_APPLY_FORCE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(3,3)
DET = A( 1 , 1) * (A( 2 ,2) *A(3,3)  -  A(3,2)  *A(2,3) )
+ -  a ( 1 , 2 ) * (a ( 2 , 1 ) *a (3,3)  -  a ( 3 , 1 ) *a ( 2 , 3 ))
+ + a ( 1 , 3 ) * (a ( 2 , 1 ) *a (3 , 2 ) -  a ( 3 , 1 ) *a ( 2 , 2 ))
END
C
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION RHSS (22) ,  RV1 (22)
DIMENSION SDEv (4) ,BDEVTRAN(2 2 ,4) ,BV(22) ,ANPMATX(22) 
RV1 = MATMUL(BDEVTRAN, SDEV)
IF (I_APPLY_FORCE.EQ.1) THEN
RHSS = RHSS -  DVOLU* ( RV1 + PRESS *BV +
+(DEKK -  3.D0 * (1.D0-2.D0*ANU) *DPRESS/E) * ANPMATX )
ELSE
RHSS = RHSS + DVOLU* ( RV1 + PRESS *BV +
+(DEKK -  3.D0 * (1.D0-2.D0*ANU) *DPRESS/E) * ANPMATX )
END IF 
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KAMATRIX(AMATRX, DDSDDE, BDEV, BDEVTRAN, BV, ANPMATX, DVOLU, 
+ E , ANU, NDOFEL, I_APPLY_FORCE)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
DIMENSION AMATRX(NDOFEL, NDOFEL) ,DDSDDE(4 ,4) ,BDEV(4,22) ,
+  BDEVTRAN(2 2 ,4 ) ,BV(22) ,ANPMATX(22)
DIMENSION BV1(22,1) ,ANPMATX1( 1 ,22) ,BV1T(1 ,22) ,ANPMATX1T(22,1) 
DIMENSION V1 ( 4 ,22) ,V2(22 ,22) ,BTV1(22,22) ,BTV2(22,22) ,BTV3(22,22) , 
+  BTV4(22,22)
C
V1 = MATMUL( DDSDDE, BDEV)
BTV1 = MATMUL(BDEVTRAN, V1)
C
BV1 (1: NDOFEL, 1) = BV( 1: NDOFEL)
ANPMATX1 (1,1:  NDOFEL) = ANPMATX( 1: NDOFEL)
BTV2 = MATMUL( BV1, ANPMATX1)
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817 C
818 BV1T = TRANSPOSE (BV1)
819 ANPMATX1T = TRANSPOSE (ANPMATX1)
820 BTV3 = MATMUL(ANPMATX1T, BV1T)
821 C
822 DO I =1 ,NDOFEL
823 DO J = 1,NDOFEL
824 V2(I , J) = ANPMATX(I) *ANPMATX( J )
825 END DO
826 END DO
827 BTV4 = (3.D0/E) * (1.D0 -  2.D0*ANU)*V2
828 C
829
830 IF (I_APPLY_FORCE. EQ. 1) THEN
831 AMATRX = AMATRX + DVOLU* (BTV1 + BTV2 + BTV3 -  BTV4)
832 ELSE
833 AMATRX = AMATRX -  DVOLU* (BTV1 + BTV2 + BTV3 -  BTV4)
834 END IF
835 C
836 END
837 C
839 C
840 SUBROUTINE KUMAT( SDEV, STATEV, DDSDDE, TIMEE, DTIME, CMNAME,
841 + NDI, NSHR, NTENS,NSTATV, PROPSU,NPROPS, COORDS, DROT,PNEWDT,
842 + DFGRD0, DFGRD1, NOEL,NPT,KSTEP,KINC, IOUT, IWR, SIGY, DEKK)
843 C
844 IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
845 CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME
846 C
847 DIMENSION SDEV(NTENS) , STATEV (NSTATV) , DDSDDE (NTENS, NTENS) ,
848 + TIMEE(2) ,PROPSU(NPROPS) ,COORDS( 2) ,DROT( 3 , 3 ) ,
849 + DFGRD0 (3 , 3) ,DFGRD1 (3,3)
850 C
851 DIMENSION R ( 3 ,3) , DETENS (3,3)
852 C
853 DIMENSION QMX(4,4)  ,AIMX(4,4) ,AJMX(4,4) ,
854 + AKMX(4 ,4) ,ELASTICD(4 ,4) ,DE(4) ,An (4) ,DEV(4) ,SEL(4)
855 C
856 MTENS=4
857 IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
858 WRITE(IOUT, *)
859 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ ------S t a r t i n g  UMAT------- ’
860 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’KSTEP, KINC, TOTAL TIME’
861 WRITE(IOUT,1004) KSTEP,KINC,TIMEE(2)
862 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’NOEL, NPT, NTENS’
863 WRITE(IOUT,1002) NOEL,NPT,NTENS
864 END IF
865 C
866 IF (MTENS /=  NTENS) THEN
867 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ MTENS /=  NTENS PROGRAM STOPS IN UMAT. ’
868 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ MTENS= ’ ,MTENS, ’ NTENS=’ ,NTENS
869 WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ ELEMENT ’ ,NOEL, ’ NPT ’ ,NPT
870 CALL XIT
871 END IF
872 C
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AIMX = 0.D0 ! AIMX(I , J ) = 0.
AJMX = 0.D0 ! AJMx ( i , j ) = 0.
DO I =1,NDI
AIMX( I , I ) = 1.D0 
END DO
DO I=NDI+1 ,NTENS
AIMX( I , I ) = 0 .5D0 ! I =  (1/2)(  i k  j l +  i l  j k ) ,  4x4 t ensor
END DO 
C
AJMX( 1: NDI, 1 : NDI) = 1.D0/3.D0 !J = (1/3) , 4x4 t ensor
C
AKMX = AIMX -  AJMX ! AKMX(I , J)=AIMX(I , J)-AJMX(I , J ) , K =I-J 
C
E = PROPSU (1)
ANU = PROPSU (2)
SIG0 = PROPSU (3)
EXPO = PROPSU (4)
G = E/ (2 .D0 * (1.D0 + ANU))
E0 = SIG0/E 
AUX_2G = 2 .D0*G
ELASTICD = AUX_2G*AKMX !L = 2G*K + 3  * J , 4x4 t ensor
C
EBARN = STATEV( 1 )
YFLAGN = STATEV (2)
C
AUX = SUM( DABS (DFGRD1-DFGRD0))
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ I n i t i a l  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e s :  EBARN, YFLAGN’ 
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) STATEV(1) ,STATEV(2)
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DFGRD0 ’
DO I = 1,3
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (DFGRD0( I , J ) , J = 1,3)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DFGRD1 ’
DO I = 1,3
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (DFGRD1(I , J ) , J = 1,3)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’SUM( DABS (DFGRD1-DFGRD0)) ’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) AUX 
END IF
C
C
IF (AUX > 1.D-8) GOTO 29 
C
! DE = 0
C*** DE=0 NEEDS DDSDDE 
C
DEKK = 0.D0
IF (YFLAGN == 0.D0) THEN 
C
C*** -------------------------- ELASTICITY - - ­
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DEMAG=0, ELASTIC DDSDDE’ 
END IF
DDSDDE = AUX_2G*AKMX
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C
ELSE ! IF (YFLAGN /=  0.D0) THEN
C * * * --------------------------PLASTICITY
CALL KFINDN(SDEV,AN, NDI, NSHR, NTENS)
CALL KSIGY(SIGYN,HN,SIG0,EXPO,E0,EBARN)
AUXPL = 4.D0*G/(3.D0 + HN/G)
DO I =1 ,NTENS 
DO J = 1 ,NTENS
DDSDDE( I , J) = AUX_2G*AKMX( I , J) -  AUXPL*AN( I ) *AN( J ) 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
C
END IF 
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’DDSDDE ’
DO I =1 ,NTENS
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (DDSDDE( I , J ) , J = 1,NTENS)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’------------------------------- ’
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’EXITS UMAT’
END IF 
C
RETURN
C
29 CONTINUE 
C
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------  DE /=  0 --------------
!*** INTEGRATE ELASTOPLASTIC EQUATIONS 
C
C*** FIND THE LOGARITHMIC STRAIN TENSOR 
CALL KELOGR(DFGRD0,DFGRD1,DETENS,R)
CALL KTTOVSTRN(DETENS, DE, NDI, NSHR, NTENS)
DEKK = SUM(DE( 1 :NDI))
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’LOGARITHMIC DE ’
DO I = 1,3
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (DETENS(I , J ) , J = 1,3)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ROTATION TENSOR R ’
DO I = 1,3
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (R( I , J ) , J = 1 ,3)
ENDDO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DE VECTOR (SHEAR COMPONENTS are ENGNG) ’ 
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (DE(I) ,I=1,NTENS)
END IF 
C
C*** Find e l a s t i c  p r e d i c t o r  SEL 
C
DEV = MATMUL(AKMX,DE)
SEL = SDEV + AUX_2G*DEV ! s ( e l a s t i c )  = sn+2G e 
CALL KINVAR(SEL, PEL,QEL, NDI,NSHR,NTENS)
CALL KSIGY(SIGYN, HN, SIG0 ,EXPO, E0 ,EBARn )
PHI = QEL -  SIGYN 
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
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WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ SEL’
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (SEL( I ) , I =1 ,NTENS)
WRITEQOUT, *) ’ PEL, QEL ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) PEL, QEL 
WRITEQOUT, *) ’ SIGYN, HN’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) s ig y n ,hn 
w r it e (io u t , *) ’ PH I’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) p h i 
END IF 
C
IF (PHI > 0.D0) GOTO 2000 
C
C * * * --------------------------ELASTICITY
C
1000 CONTINUE
YFLAG = 0.D0
SDEV = SEL ! SDEV ( I ) = SEL ( I )
C
C*** ROTATE STRESS VECTOR AND UPDATE STATEV 
C
CALL KROTSTRS(SDEV, R ,QMX, NTENS)
STATEV (2) = YFLAG 
C
C*** ELASTIC JACOBIAN 
C
DDSDDE = AUX_2G *AKMX 
SIGY = SIGYN 
C
GOTO 9999 
C
C * * * --------------------------PLASTICITY
C
2000 CONTINUE
YFLAG = 1 . D0 
C
C*** DETERMINE DEBAR 
C
DEBAR = (QEL -  SIGYN ) / ( 3 .  D0*G)
EBAR = EBARN + DEBAR 
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’FIRST ESTIMATE FOR DEBAR, EBAR=EBARN+DEBAR’ 
WRITE(lOUT,1001) DEBAR, EBAR 
END IF 
C
YTOL = SIG0 * 1.D-6 
DO ILOOP=1,20
CALL KSIGY(SIGY,H, SIG0 ,EXPO, E0 ,EBAR) 
FCN=QEL-3.D0*G*DEBAR-SIGY ! YIELD CONDITION 
IF (DABS(FCN) <= YTOL) GOTO 2011 
DFJAC = —3.D0*G -  H ! DERIVATIVE 
DDE = -FCN/DFJAC 
DEBAR = DEBAR + DDE 
EBAR = EBARN + DEBAR 
IF (EBAR < 0.D0) EBAR=0.D0 
END DO
WRITE(IOUT, *)
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+ ’NEWTON LOOP IN UMAT DOES NOT CONVERGE. PNEWDT=0.5 ’ 
PNEWDT= 0.5D0 
RETURN 
C
2011 CONTINUE 
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’Newton loop in UMAT c onve r ge d ’
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’NUMBER OF NEWTON ITERATIONS ’ 
WRITE(IOUT,1002) ILOOP 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DEBAR,EBAR’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) DEBAR,EBAR 
END IF 
C
CALL KFINDN(SEL, AN, NDI, NSHR, NTENS)
SDEV = SEL -  AUX_2G*DEBAR*AN 
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’AN’
WRITE(IOUT,1001) AN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’SDEV’
WRITe (iOUT,1001) SDEV 
END IF 
C
C*** ROTATE STRESS VECTOR AND NORMAL AN 
CALL KROTSTRS(SDEV, R ,QMX, NTENS)
CALL KROTSTRs (aN,R,QMX,NTENS)
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE (IOUT, *) ’ROTATED SDEV ’
WRITE(lOUT,1001) SDEV 
END IF 
C
C*** UPDATE STATE VARIABLES 
STATEV (1) = EBAR 
STATEV (2) = YFLAG 
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’Updated STATE VARIABLES: EBAR, YFLAG’ 
WRITE(lOUT,1001) STATEV(1), STATEV(2)
END IF 
C 
C
C*** CALCULATE JACOBIAN
AUXPL1 = 4.D0*G/(3.D0 + H/G)
AUXPL2 = 4 .D0*DEBAR*G*G/QEL !QEL: ^ e q u i v a l e n t  e l a s t i c
DO I =1 ,NTENS 
DO J = 1 ,NTENS
DDSDDE( I , J) = AUX_2G*AKMX( I , J) -  1.5 D0*AUXPL2*AKMX( I , J) -  
+  (AUXPL1-AUXPL2) *AN( I ) *AN( J )
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
9999 CONTINUE 
C
IF (IWR /=  0) THEN 
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’DDSDDE = ’
DO I =1 ,NTENS
WRITE(IOUT, 1001) (DDSDDE( I , J ) , J = 1,NTENS)
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END DO
WRITE(IOUT, *) ’ -----Fini shed UMAT
WRITe (iOUT, *)
END IF
C
C
1001 FORMAT( 1P8E13.5)
1002 FORMAT(10I5)
1003 FORMAT^  I5 , 1 P8E13.5 )
1004 FORMAT(2I5 ,1P7E13.5) 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KROTSTRS(A,R,QMXNTENS)
C
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(NTENS) ,R(3 ,3) ,QMX(4 ,4) ,AUX(4)
QMX = 0.D0 ! QMX( I , J) = 0.
DO I = 1,3 
DO J=1,3
QMX(I , J) = R(I , J )*R(I , J )
END DO 
END DO
QMX( 1,4)  = 2 .D0*R( 1,1) *R(1,2)
QMx ( 2,4)  = 2 . D0*r ( 2 , 1 ) *r ( 2,2)
QMx ( 3,4)  = 2 . D0*r ( 3,1)  *r ( 3,2)
QMX(4,1) = R( 1 ,1)*R ( 2 ,1)
QMX(4,2 ) = r (1 ,2 )*r ( 2 ,2 )
QMX(4,3) = r (1 ,3 )*r ( 2 ,3 )
QMX( 4,4)  = R( 1 , 2) * R( 2,1)  + R ( 2 , 2 )  *R(1,1)
AUX = MATMUL(QMX,A)
A = AUX ! A( I ) = AUX( I )
END
C
C
C 
C
C 
C 
C
SUBROUTINE KELOGR(DFGRD0, DFGRD1, DETENS, R) 
C
C
C 
C
C*** EXACT CALCULATION OF LOGARITHMIC STRAIN
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DFGRD0(3 ,3) ,DFGRD1 (3 ,3) ,DETENS(3 ,3) , R ( 3 ,3) 
DIMENSION DFGINv (3 ,3 ) , DF(3,3) ,CC(3,3) ,WORK(6) ,PS(3) ,ANN(3,3) , 
+  UINV (3,3)  , DFT (3,3)
CALL KINV3X3 (DFGRD0, DFGINV)
DF = MATMUL(DFGRD1, DFGINV)
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1203
1204
1205
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C
C
C
DFT = TRANSPOSE (DF)
CC = matmul(d f t ,d f )
WCRK(1) = CC(1,1)
WCRk ( 2 ) = Cc (2 ,2 )
WCRk (3) = CC(3,3 )
WCRK(4) = CC(1 ,2 )
WCRK(5) = CC(1,3)
WCRK(6) = CC(2 ,3 )
CALL SPRIND(WCRK PS ,ANN, 1 , 3 , 3) ! Find p r i n c i p a l  values  & d i r e c t i o n s
CALL KARRANGE(PS ,ANN)
DC I = 1,3
PS( I )  = DSQRT(PS( I ))
END DC
DC I = 1,3 
DC J = 1,3
DETENS( I , J ) = DLCG(PS (1)) *ANN(1, I ) *ANN(1,J)
+ + DLCg (p S ( 2 )) *ANn ( 2 , i ) *ANn ( 2 , j )
+ + DLCg (p S ( 3 )) *ANn ( 3 , i ) *ANn ( 3 , j )
UINV ( I , J ) = ( 1 . D0/PS( 1 ) ) *ANN(1,I)*ANN(1,J)
+ + (1. D0/PS (2)) *ANn (2 , I ) *ANn ( 2 , j )
+ + (1. D0/PS (3)) *ANn (3 , I ) *ANn ( 3 , j )
END DC 
END DC 
C
R = MATMUL( DF, UINV)
C
END
C
C
SUBRCUTINE KFINDN(S ,AN, NDI, NSHR, NTENS)
C
C*** Given the s t r e s s  t ensor  S, f ind the normal to the yie ld sur face  AN 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z)
DIMENSroN S (NTENS) ,AN( NTENS) , SDEV (6)
CALL KINVAR( S ,P,Q,NDI,  NSHR, NTENS)
SDEV( 1 :NTENS) = S (1 :NTENS)
SDEv ( 1:NDI) = SDEV(1 :NDI) -  P
AUX*SDEV(1 :NTENS) ! AN( I ) = AUX* SDEV( I )
C 
C
C
C 
C 
C
SUBRCUTINE KARRANGE( PS ,ANN) 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z)
C
AUX = 1.5D0/Q 
AN (1 :NTENS) =
END
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DIMENSION PS(3) ,ANN(3 ,3) ,PSC(3) ,ANNC(3,3)
C
C*** LABELS EIGENVALUES SO THAT PS(1) >PS(2) >PS(3)  AND 
C*** REARRANGES EIGENVECTORS ACCORDINGLY 
C
PSC = PS ! PSC(I) = P S ( I )
ANNC = ANN ! ANNC( I , J) = ANN( I , J)
C
IF (PS(1) >= PS(2) .AND. PS(2) >= PS(3))  THEN 
IMAX = 1 
IINT = 2 
IMIN = 3 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
IF (PS(1) >= PS(3) .AND. PS(3) >= PS(2))  THEN 
IMAX = 1 
IINT = 3 
IMIN = 2 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
IF (PS(2) >= PS(1) .AND. PS(1) >= PS(3))  THEN 
IMAX = 2 
IINT = 1 
IMIN = 3 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
IF (PS(2) >= PS(3) .AND. PS(3) >= PS(1))  THEN 
IMAX = 2 
IINT = 3 
IMIN = 1 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
IF (PS(3) >= PS(1) .AND. PS(1) >= PS(2))  THEN 
IMAX = 3 
IINT = 1 
IMIN = 2 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
IF (PS(3) >= PS(2) .AND. PS(2) >= PS(1))  THEN 
IMAX = 3 
IINT = 2 
IMIN = 1 
GOTO 999 
END IF 
C
999 CONTINUE
PS(1) = PSC(IMAX)
PS(2) = PSC(IINT)
PS(3) = PSC(IMIN)
DO I = 1,3
ANN( 1 , I ) = ANNC(IMAX, I )
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1265
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ANN(2, 1 ) = ANNC(IINT , I )
END DO 
C
C*** THE THIRD UNIT EIGENVECTOR IS THE CROSS PRODUCT OF THE FIRST TWO 
C*** SO THAT THE UNIT EIGENVECTORS FORM A RIGHT-HANDED BASE 
ANN(3,1) = ANN( 1,2) *ANN(2,3) -  ANN(2,2) *ANN(1,3)
ANn ( 3 ,2) = - (  ANN(1,1) *ANn ( 2,3)  -  ANn (2,1)  *ANn (1,3)  )
ANn ( 3 ,3) = ANN(1,1) *ANn ( 2,2)  -  ANn (2,1)  *ANn (1,2)
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KINVAR(STRESS,P,Q,NDI,NSHR,NTENS)
C
C Given the s t r e s s  t ensor  , f ind the h y d r o s t a t i c  s t r e s s  and 
C the von Mises equ i va l en t  s t r e s s
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
DIMENSION STRESS (NTENS) , SDEV (6)
C
P = SUM(STRESS (1: NDI)) /  3 . D0 
C
SDEV = 0.D0
SDEV( 1 :NTENS) = STRESS (1 :NTENS) ! SDEV( I ) = STRESS( I )
SDEv ( 1:NDI) = SDEV(1 :NDI) -  P 
C
AUX=DOT_PRODUCT (SDEV, SDEV)
DO I=NDI+1 ,NTENS
AUX = AUX + SDEV( I ) *SDEV( I )
END DO
Q=DSQRT (1.5 D0*AUX)
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KTTOVSTRN(ET, EV, NDI, NSHR, NTENS)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
C
C*** Tensor TO Vector STRainN
C*** forms ” v e c t o r ” (EV) from t ensor  (ET) s t r a i n  t ensor  
C
DIMENSION E T ( 3 ,3) ,EV(NTENS)
C
DO I =1,NDI
EV( I ) = ET(I , I)
END DO 
DO I =1 ,NSHR
IF (I == 1) EV (NDI+I) = 2.D0*ET(1,2)
IF (I == 2) EV(NDI+I) = 2 .D0*ET( 1 ,3 )
IF (I == 3 ) EV(NDI+I) = 2 .D0*ET(2 ,3 )
END DO 
C
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END
C
C
SUBROUTINE KSIGY(SIGY ,H, SIG0 , EXPO, E0, EBAR) 
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
C
C*** Determine flow s t r e s s  SIGY and slope H 
C
IF (EXPO < 50.D0) THEN
SIGY = SIG0 * (1. D0+EBAR/E0) * * (1. D0/EXPO) 
H = SIGY /  (EXPO* (E0+EBAR))
ENDIF
C
IF (EXPO >= 50.D0) THEN 
SIGY = SIG0 
H = 0.D0 
ENDIF
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE UMAT( STRESS, STATEV, DDSDDE, SSE, SPD, SCD,
+ RPL, DDSDDT, DRPLDE, DRPLDT,
+ STRAN, DSTRAN, TIMEE, DTIME, TEMP, DTEMP, PREDEF, DPRED, CMNAME, 
+ NDI, NSHR, NTENS,NSTATV, PROPS, NPROPS, COORDS, DROT, PNEWDT,
+ CELENT, DFGRD0, DFGRD1, NOEL, NPT, LAYER, KSPT, KSTEP, KINC)
C
INCLUDE ’ABAPARAM. INC ’
CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME 
C
DIMENSION STRESS (NTENS) , STATEV (NSTATV) ,
+ DDSDDE (NTENS, NTENS) , DDSDDT (NTENS) , DRPLDE (NTENS) ,
+ STRAN(NTENS) ,DSTRAn (nTENS) ,TIMEE(2) ,PREDEF(1) ,DPRED(1) ,
+  PROPs (nPROPs ) ,COORDS(3) ,DROT(3 ,3) ,DFGRD0(3 ,3 ) ,DFGRD1 (3,3)  
C
STRESS = 0.D0 
DDSDDE = 0.D0
C
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE UVARM(UVAR, DIRECT, T , TIME, DTIME, CMNAME, ORNAME, 
+ NUVARM, NOEL, NPT, LAYER, KSPT, KSTEP, KINC, NDI, NSHR, COORD,
+ JMAC, JMATYP,MATLAYO, LACCFLA)
C
INCLUDE ’ABAPARAM. INC ’
C
CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME,ORNAME
DIMENSION UVAR(NUVARM) , DIRECT ( 3 , 3 ) , T ( 3 , 3 ) ,  TIME (2) 
DIMENSION JMAc ( *) ,JMATYP( *) ,COORD( *)
C
DIMENSION ZXEN(2000 ,9 ,20)
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CDMMQN/KNICK/ZXEN
C
NODEADD= 1000 
NPLOT=12 
DO I =1 ,NPLOT
UVAR( I )=ZXEN(NOEL-NODEADD, NPT, I ) 
ENDDO 
C
END
C
C
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